Papers of Paul B. Anderson (1894-1985), including correspondence, maps, notes, reports, photographs, publications and speeches about the YMCA World Service (1919-58), International Committee (1949-78), Russian Service (1917-81), Paris Headquarters (1922-67) and Press (1919-80); American Council of Voluntary Agencies (1941-47); Anglican-Orthodox Documents & Joint Doctrinal Commission (1927-77); China (1913-80); East European Fund & Chekhov Publishing House (1951-79); displaced persons (1940-52); ecumenical movement (1925-82); National Council of Churches (1949-75); prisoners of war (1941-46); Religion in Communist Dominated Areas (1931-81); religion in Russia (1917-82); Russian Correspondence School (1922-41); Russian emigrés (1922-82); Russian Orthodox Church (1916-81) and seminaries (1925-79); Russian Student Christian Movement (1920-77); Tolstoy Foundation (1941-76) and War Prisoners Aid (1916-21).


Provenance Note:
The Paul B. Anderson Papers first arrived at the University Archives on May 16, 1983. They were opened on September 11, 1984 and a finding aid completed on December 15, 1984. The cost of shipping the papers and the reproduction of the finding aid was borne by the Russian and East European Center. Part of the cost of preparing this finding aid was covered by a grant from the University Research Board. Dr. Richard D. King, Kirsten Kite, James S. Patrick, David Haury, and Roxanne Dunn processed the papers.

Between the initial accession and his death, Paul Anderson continued to mail small additions for the papers, and the University Archives received an additional four cubic feet of Paul Anderson's papers from his wife in June, 1987. The new materials were integrated into the existing collection and substantially expanded the holdings on the following topics:
- Ecumenical, 1925, 1940-82 (Boxes 16-17)
- Russian Orthodox Church, 1949-71 (Box 21)
- Russian Orthodox Church, 1972-81 (Box 22)
- Russian Student Christian Movement (RSCM) (Boxes 22-23)
- France, 1940-46, 1972-78 (Box 24)
- USSR, 1917-27 (Box 25)
- USSR, 1963-84 (Boxes 27-28)
- Maps, 1913-80 (Box 28)
- Typescripts for Talks, 1936-82 (Box 32)

Also included were several early drafts of and notes for Anderson's autobiography, No East or West. These materials greatly expanded the Memoirs section in Boxes 34 and 35. In May 2005 material from R.H. Edwin Espy (Associate General Secretary) was added in regard to the NCC and WCC and ecumenical delegations to and from Russia. The copies of the December 1984, May 1998, and May 2005 finding aid in the University Archives have been updated to reflect these additions. Extensive additions to the finding aid for Boxes 1-9 as well as more limited edits to boxes 10-42 were made in 2006/07 by Dr. Alexander Gurevich of the Russian State Library for Foreign Literature. For more detailed information, one should contact the archives staff.

Maynard Brichford, University Archivist, 27 May 1988
William J. Maher, University Archivist, 27 July 2009
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Dec. 27, 1894 Born in Madrid, Iowa. Son of B. Frank and Emma Anderson.
1913-17 Foreign Service, YMCA, Shanghai, China. Private secretary to Fletcher S. Brockman and Charles W. Harvey.
1917-18 Private secretary to John R. Mott. Director, War Prisoners' Aid in Russia and Siberia. Director, Repatriation Service for War Prisoners from Germany and Russia.
1920 A.B., University of Iowa.
1921 Established the Russian Correspondence School, Berlin.
1925 Married Margaret Holmes.
1938 Appointed YMCA Senior Secretary for Europe.
1941 Returned to United States.
1944 YMCA Prisoner of War Exchange Representative to SHAEF.
1945 Educational Advisor to United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration.
1947 Appointed Associate Executive Secretary for YMCA International Committee.
1956 Visited Russia as member of National Council of Churches exchange program.
1960-61 Served as Special Agent for Ecumenical Relations.
Dec. 28, 1961 Retired from the International Department of the Y.M.C.A.
1962 Visited Russia as member of National Council of Churches delegation.
1985 Died

ACTIVITIES

Graduate work at Oxford University.
Editor, Russian Y.M.C.A. Press.
Chairman of Executive Committee of Tolstoy Foundation.
International YMCA's Secretary for the Russian People outside of Russia.
National Council of the Churches in Christ in the United States, consultant on Orthodox relationships and on the Soviet Union.
Associate editor, The Living Church.
Editor, Editor Emeritus, RCDA (Religion in Communist Dominated Areas)

AWARDS AND HONORS

Decorated officer, French Academy; Knight of French Legion of Honor; Cross of Confraternity, St. Khetevan (Georgia); Honorary Officer, Order of British Empire; Honorary FROC member; 1977, the first Anglican to be awarded the Lambeth Cross.
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Typescript "O deiatel'nosti Religioznootsional'no-Pedagogicheskogo Kabineta (1927-1931)" by V.V. Zenkovsky (ca. 1932) (4 pages, in Russian).
Typescript "Osnovnye polozhenia organizatsii "Vitiaezej" (February 23, 1930) (2 pages, in Russian).
Typescript "Osnovnye polozhenia RSKhD za rubezhom" (5 pages, in Russian).
Typescript "Organizatsiia Obshestva russkoj knigi" (5 pages, in Russian).
Typescript "Notes by P.B. Anderson" (4 pages, in English).
Lists of staff of YMCA Russian Work Headquarters in Paris (with addresses) (1928, 1932-1934).
Russian Superior Technical Institute (with a home study section) (former Russian Correspondence School), lists of professors.

N.A. Roubakine, Lausanne, 1920-25. (2 folders)
Invoices of book shipped (1925).
Lists of books, notes.
Curriculum vitae of S.S. Shidlovsky, V.V. Zenkovsky. 
Russian Christian Student Conferences. 
Proposed budget for RSCM in Soviet Russia for 1927-1928. 
Findings of the second unofficial consultation of leaders from Orthodox Churches with leaders of the World’s Committee of the YMCA in 1930. 
List of people invited for Oecumenic Circle with their addresses. 
Typescript “Some Thoughts Regarding the Last Conference of the YMCA” by N.M. Zernoff (1929). 
Typescript “Understanding Between Representatives of the Orthodox Churches and the World’s Committee of the YMCA” signed by D.E. Davis? (Sophia, Bulgaria; April 24-25, 1928). 
Lists of Publications, Financial Statements. 

Box 9: 

YMCA-Press, Prague, 1921-22. 

Correspondence with G.A. Oushinsky, A. Ternovsky, P.D. Vaganoff. 
Lists of books produced or for production, inventories, notes. 

YMCA-Press, Prague, 1922-23. 
Minutes and Memoranda, notes. 

Books at Stettin Warehouse. 

Les Éditeurs Réunis. 
Documents on disposal of the YMCA Press edition to RSCM (1950th). 
Vestnik Pedagogicheskogo Biuro (Prague, June 15, 1928, N 12). 
Typescript "Location of Russian Work in American YMCA Structure" by P.B. Anderson (May 26, 1982). 
Correspondence, memoranda, minutes, newspaper clippings, notes. 
Letters by archimandrite Gerasim (Shmalts) and archpriest Mitrofan Znosko, 

Authors (Contracts), 1923-26, 1930, 1933. 
Law on copyright in Soviet Russia (1925). 
RSCM (including letter by R.W. Hollinger (October 18, 1923) and report of G.G. Kullmann (October, 1923) on the I Conference of RSCM (in English) and Memorandum by P.B. Anderson to V.V. Zenkovsky (June 8, 1932) on relation between YMCA and RSCM). 
Russian Correspondence School. 
Letter of Metropolitan Eulogius (Georgievsky) to "Manchester Guardian" (February 17, 1930) (1 page, in English)
Correspondence, notes.

Correspondence, memoranda

YMCA-Press, Berlin, 1924.
Balance sheets.

YMCA-Press, Correspondence and Official Papers, 1924-25.
Legal and financial documents, correspondence, factures, notes.
Documents on liquidation of YMCATISK edition in Prague.

YMCA-Press, 1924-25.
Correspondence with E.T. Colton, G.G. Kullmann, B.P. Vysheslavtseff

Box 10:

IMKA TISK) in Czechoslovakia.
Lists of books.

Notes, correspondence, with Rev. Cyprien (Kern), nun Ioanna (Jeanne) (Reitlinger), Rev. John Meyendorf et al., memoranda, lists of publications.
Les Éditeurs Réunis

YMCA-Press--Potential Sale to Russia through Anna Strong and Albert Williams, 1925.
Les Éditeurs Réunis

YMCA-Press notables, 1925-78.
Correspondence with Peter Kovalevsky, N.A. Berdyaev, Rev. Sergius Bulgakov, Metropolitan Eulogius (Georgievsky), G.P. Fedotov, I.I. Fondaminsky, G.G. Kullmann, N.O. Lossky, Remizov, B.P. Vysheslavtseff, L.A. Zander, S.M. Zernova et al.

YMCA-Press, 1926-38.
Record of each manuscript proposed for publication.


YMCA-Press and Russian Work Headquarters, 1930-34.
Program Papers.
Correspondence with Rev. Sergius Bulgakov, X.M. Braikevich, Rev. Cassien (Bezobrazoff), Metropolitan Eulogius (Georgievsky), N.F. Fedoroff, E. MacNaughten, F.T. Pianoff, L.A. Zander, V.V. Zenkovsky.

Short biography of Rev. Sergius Bulgakov.
Curriculum vitae of L. Markoff.
St. Serge Russian Orthodox Theological Institute (including shipping to the Institute of the Prague Methodist Library).
RSCM (including minutes).
Religious Pedagogical Cabinet.
Typescript "Extract from Published Report of the International Survey of YMCA and YWCA: Service to Russians" (beginning of 1930th).
Article "Nuzhno li i vozmozhno li soedinenie tserkvej" by N.M. Zernov (October 24, 1932) (5 pages, in Russian).
Minutes of YMCA Conference in Saloniki (Greece) (November, 1930).
Lists of books.

Statues, Official Agreements, Éditeurs Réunis.

Box 11:

Advertisements for YMCA lectures in France.
Les Éditeurs Réunis.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Notes.

Russian work, 1935-36.
List of sums collected.

Correspondence, notes, newspaper clippings. Includes photocopy of the last will and testament of the writer Mikhail Afanas'evich Bulgakov (dated October 10, 1939, in Moscow) and a photocopy of an affidavit by Moscow notary A.I. Zeniuk (dated March 31, 1940) affirming that the will is genuine.
Typescript "An Historical Note on the YMCA Press in Paris" by P.B. Anderson (September 1, 1975) (3 pages, in English).
RSCM.

YMCA-Press, 1943-76

American Bible Society, 1943.
Production of Russian bibles.

Works of Russian religious thought, 1944.

S. F. Baldin correspondence, 1944-46.

Financial statements, 1946-51.
N. A. Berdyaev Society (1950).

Minutes, 1948-51
List of books published by YMCA Press.

Grateful letters from Metropolitans Anastasy (Gribanovsky), Vladimir (Tikhonitsky) and Seraphim (Lade), Archbishops Photius (Topiro) and Serge (Korolev), Bishop Nikolai (Velimirovich).
Book reviews.
Articles "30 let izdatel'stva YMCA Press" by A.V. Kartasheff, "Russkie izdaniia zagranitsej posle evakuatsii".
Correspondence with D.A. Lowrie, W.E. Dietz, S.L.T. Mellen et al.
Letter from E.Ju. Rapp (sister of N.A. Berdiaeff's wife) about the last days of N.A. Berdiaeff.
Letter from B.P. Vysheslavtseff.
American Bible Society, Project for Translation of Bible into Russian, 1948-55.
Correspondence concerning a translation of the New Testament into modern Russian by a translator group headed by Bishop Cassian (Bezobrazov).
Includes sample of translation (19 pages) by Yuri Bessonov, and two public appeals (14 pages, 12 pages) by Bessonov's wife, S.H. Bessonov (née Stafford) relating to the translation project.
Correspondence with Metropolitan Nikolai (Yarushevich) and Rev. Nikolai Kolchitsky on subject of sending some Bibles in Russian in USSR.


Box 12:
Correspondence with the printing-house "Imprimerie de Navarre" (Paris) on printing Russian books.
Legal documents.
Lists of books published by YMCA Press, being in print and proposing to the YMCA Press edition house.
Lists of books for sale (including books in German).

Correspondence on bookseller partners.
Lists of books published by YMCA Press.
Lists of books by N.A. Berdyaev published by YMCA Press.

Financial documents, projects.
Lists of books published by YMCA Press, being in print and proposing to the YMCA Press edition house.
Book reviews.
Minutes of the Commission on publishing books "Zakon Bozhij".
Articles "Antologia russkoj obshhestvennoj mysli" by S.P. Zhaba and "Znachenie ikony" by V.P. Riabushinsky.
Copy of an article from " Bol'shaia Sovetskaia Entsiklopedia" (1950) on N.A. Berdyaev.

Correspondence with East European Fund et al. and memoranda concerning requests for financial support for the YMCA-Press and for the Russian Publication Program.

Flyers and Book list, 1954.
List of Books Published, 1921-1954, 1954.
Alphabetical listing.

Correspondence with D.A. Lowrie et al. relating to publishing activities of
YMCA Press.
Includes 10 page list of books published by and with help of YMCA-Press in
1921-54, and copies of book reviews in Russian from emigré newspapers
and periodicals.

Correspondence concerning administrative reorganization, 1957, 1959.
Correspondence with Bishop Nikolai (Velimirovich) relating to publish some
Russian religious books by B.P. Vysheslavtzeff, V.N. Iljine and N.A.
Berdyaev in Serbian.
Correspondence with I.N. Kovarsky, T.I. Manoukhine, M. Mestcherssky, R.
Strong et al.
Financial documents.
Plan of the 5th volume of "Zakon Bozhij" by P.E. Kovalevsky.

Documents on discharge of B.M. Krutikoff.
Correspondence with A.N. Kouvardine, Y. Lacaze, I.V. Morozov, Ch.T.
Tidball et al.

Paris bookstore, 1959.
Photographs and article.

Correspondence with I.V. Morozov and 3 page history (1961); articles in

Correspondence with Bishop Cassien (Bezobrazoff), T.F. Klepinine, N.A.
Koulomzine, I.V. Morozov, W. Nerosleff, Rev. Serge (Chevitch), Rev.
Vassili Zenkovsky, S.M. Zernova et al. relating to YMCA Press and Les
Éditeurs Réunis, notes, budgetary reports, legal documents, newspaper
clippings.
Declaration of Archbishop George (Tarassoff) on the death of Rev. Vassily
Zenkovsky.
List of American universities which offer education in Russian and East European
language.
Program of the RSCM Conference in France (June 9-11, 1962).

Box 13:

Correspondence with B.J. Fize, V.P. Kamkin, T.F. Klepinine, H.L. Minard
(Jerusalem YMCA), I.V. Morozov, N.A. Struve et al., notes, budgetary
reports, newspaper clippings (including book reviews).
Correspondence concerning administrative reorganization of the YMCA Press
edition.
International RSCM Conference (1963), documents on RSCM Committee
elections.
St. Serge Theological Institute and Bishop Sylvester (Haruns).
Decease of Rev. Vassily Zenkovsky.
Necrologue of Rev. Nikolai Golubtsov.
Correspondence with T.F. Klepinine, I.V. Morozoff et al., financial documents,
YMCA Press catalogue (1964), RSCM.

Correspondence with H. Myer (Jerusalem YMCA) relating books for Les Éditeurs Réunis.

Correspondence with I.V. Morozoff, including financial statements.
Program of the RSCM Conference in France (November 10-11, 1964).

Correspondence with I.V. Morozoff, financial documents.

Including newspaper clippings and financial documents.

Correspondence with D.A. Lowrie, I.V. Morozoff, M.J. Ruggles et al. regarding publishing, books distribution and disposition of inventory.

Correspondence with F.C. Kienhe and Ch.T. Tidball.

Press Announcements and Brochure, 1969-70.

Correspondence with G.B. Douwsma, T.F. Klepinine, I.V. Morozoff, N.A. Struve, E. Youngstrom.
Financial documents.
Last Will and Testament of N.A. Berdyaev (copy in French and English translation) and Agreement between E.Ju. Papp, heir of N.A. Berdyaev, and YMCA Press (copy in French and English translation).
Documents on publishing the book "Avgust chetyrnadtsatigo" by A.I. Solzhenitsyn.
Death of N.S. Dolgopoloff (necrologue by P.E. Kovalevsky), X. Fize, P.E. Mosely, M.Y. Spasskaya.
Newspaper clippings.

Correspondance on YMCA Press copyright and on sending books in Soviet Russia by C.A. Eltchaninoff et al.

Les Éditeurs Réunis, 1970-78.
Catalogues and Supplementary lists.


Letter by J.W. Long on E. Casinec research and notes.

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr Isaevich, Correspondence, 1971-72, 1974-75.
Letters to and concerning Solzhenitsyn's relationship with the YMCA-Press.
Correspondence with I.V. Morozoff, Rev. Serge Zheludkov et al.
Translation of article by A.I. Solzhenitsyn into English.

Correspondence between R.W. Hill and I.V. Morozoff on A.I. Solzhenitsyn books.


Box 14:


Lists of books.
Law on copyright in Soviet Russia.
Question on authorship of M.A.Cholokhov of the novel "Tikhij Don".
Memorandum by a Soviet citizen M.M. [M.G. Meerson] in regard to books which are desired by readers in the Soviet Union (7 p.).
Newspaper clippings, notes.

Correspondence with F.C. Kienhe, N.A. Struve, financial documents, newspaper clippings.
English translation of the letter from the Moscow Patriarchate to Archbishop Vasily (Krivoshein) on A.I. Solzhenitsyn.

YMCA-Press, 1974-77.
St. Serge Theological Institute.
Sermon by Archbishop George (Tarassoff) on Patriarch of Moscow Tikhon (Bellavin).

Correspondence with B.J. Fize, F.C. Kienhe, T.F. Klepinine, I.V. Morozoff, Ch.T. Tidball, newspaper articles, budgetary reports, notes.
Agreement between the National Board of YMCA's and RCSM (1958) (in French).

Catalogues and booklists.
Letter from M.C. Agursky to I.V. Morozoff on I. Zemtsov.
Les Éditeurs Réunis, 1976-77.
Correspondence with B.J. Fize, N.T. Goncharov, F.C. Kienhe, I.V. Morozoff,
T.A. Pachmuss, Ch.T. Tidball.
Letters from former Soviet citizens on the importance of YMCA Press books in
the Soviet Union.
Financial documents.
Newspaper clippings, advertisements.

Russian Work.
Correspondence.

YMCA-Press, 1977-81

YMCA and Les Éditeurs Réunis and National Board, 1977-78.
Agreement between the National Board YMCA and the RSCM (January 31,
1958) (in French).
Application of the 1958 Agreement to the Memorandum "Structure Authority
Responsibility" by P.B. Anderson (October 27, 1977).
100th Anniversary of YMCA in the Holy Land (September 28-29, 1977).
Minutes.

Russian Work in Europe.
Typescript "The Development of Russian YMCA Service Abroad" by P.B.
Anderson (December 10, 1977).
RSCM; letter about the 1980 International Congress.
Correspondence.

Including books reviews and newspaper clippings.

Ivan Morozoff (Director, YMCA-Press), 1977.
Correspondence with I.V. Morozoff and about his health.

Les Éditeurs Réunis and YMCA Press Correspondence with B.J. Fize and I.V. Morozoff
about Structure et al., 1977.
Notes, newspaper clippings.

Correspondence with H. Brunger, B.J. Fize, F. Kiehne, I.V. Morozoff, Ch.T.
Tidball et al.
Statutes of the Management Committee (November 7, 1977).
Correspondence about the resignation of I.V. Morozoff.

YMCA Press Documents, 1977-78.
Correspondence, newspaper clippings, advertisements, minutes.

Les Éditeurs Réunis, Correspondence and Documents, 1978.
Agreement between the National Board YMCA and the RSCM (January 31,
1958) (in French).
Letters, notes.

Resignation of I.V. Morozoff and his death.
Letters about I.V. Morozoff's death.
Funeral sermon on I.V. Morozoff death by Rev. Alexy Kniazeff.
Necrologues of I.V. Morozoff by Rev. Alexy Kniazeff and by RSCM members.
Relations with YMCA International Committee and National Board.
Financial documents, notes.
RSCM.

Box 15:

Typescript "Memorandum on YMCA Press Relationship" by P.B. Anderson (July 22, 1978).
Typescript "Structure and Functions of the YMCA as a World-wide Movement" by P.B. Anderson (January 10, 1978).
Funeral sermon on I.V. Morozoff death by Rev. Alexy Kniazeff

Response of Frank Kiehne relating to YMCA-Press.
Typescript "Young Mens Christian Association (YMCA) Serving the Russian People" by P.B. Anderson [?] (November 3, 1979) (2 pages).

Correspondence with N.A. Struve, V.E. Alloy, C.A. Eltchaninoff, Rev. Alexei Kniazeff, Rev. Alexander Schmemann et al., articles, newspaper clippings, notes.
Death of B.J. Fize.
Relations between YMCA Press and RSCM.


YMCA-Press, BERDYAEV, 1927-78

Nicholas Berdyaev, about, 1927, 1940, 1949, 1956-78.
The Nicholas Berdyaev Association Constitution (Statute) (in French).
Article "Problema personalizma" by K.P. Mochulsky (in Russian).
Correspondence with N.A. Berdyaev and about N.A. Berdyaev.
Agreement between E.Ju. Rapp (sister of N.A. Berdyaev's wife) and YMCA Press.

Letter by N.A. Berdyaev to P.B. Anderson.

Correspondence concerning Berdyaev's literary estate and archives and the formation and constitution of the Nicholas Berdyaev Society; bulletins of the Society; typescripts and newspaper articles on Berdyaev; copies of journal articles on Berdyaev; lists of works by Berdyaev in Russian and in translation (1923-47).

Berdyaev Colloquium, 1959-60.
Correspondence, notes, and invitations to the Berdiaev Colloquium, New York, February 26, 1960.

P.B.A. Notes on Nicholas Berdyaev, 1968.
Letters, notes, newspaper clippings.
Nicholas Berdyaev Association.
YMCA WAR PRISONERS AID (WPA), 1916-21, 1941-46
Correspondence with N.P. Davis, M.A. Valdo (in Omsk, Siberia) et al.
YMCA activity in the Russian Army in Petrograd and Siberia (1917).
Documents of the Russian Army in 1917.
Necrologue of M.A. Waldo.

Prisoner Of War (POW) Service, Siberia-Waldo (WWI), 1916-17.
Information and letters from Czech, German et al. prisoners in Russia.
Checks and other documents of a financial aid to prisoners.
Correspondence

Information and letters from Austro-Hungarian, German et al. prisoners in Russia.

Mort Waldo, Omsk, Tobolsk, 1917-18.

YMCA WPA in Russia, 1917-20.
Correspondence with D.A. Lowrie, D. Navashine, M.A. Waldo et al. and reports on WPA in Russia. Includes two reports (16 pages, 6 pages) by Anderson On WPA during 1917-18 and a German map of the Russian Empire printed in 1917.

International Committee, 1920.
Correspondence and memoranda concerning War Prisoners Aid.

War Prisoners’ Aid Work at Narva Photo Album, 1920-1921 (oversize, see Box 127).

Prisoners of War, Religious Materials for “Liturgie et Cantiques” (in French) and passionspredigt, 1941-42.

War Prisoners’ Aid, 1941-43.
Alsatian resistance (1944); report on the Slovak YMCA (1940).

War Prisoners in France, 1941-44 (oversize volume in VAR 50-14).

War Prisoners’ Aid, 1941-46.
Newspaper clippings, notes.

Box 16:

War Prisoners Aid and Civilian Relief Work in France, 1941-42, 1944-45.
Correspondence, notes, memoranda, and reports on relief activities in France. Includes report (21 pages) entitled, "Plan of Immediate Relief for France," dated June 1944, by the Bureau Technique des Oeuvres.

War Prisoners’ Aid, 1941-42, 1945.
Correspondence, memoranda, brochures, newspaper clippings.

France, 1941-44.
WPA correspondence and reports.

France, 1941-46.
Correspondence, memoranda, notes, and inventories on WPA in France, especially among Russian prisoners of war interned in France. Includes map of prisoner of war camps published by Paris-Soir (July 26, 1941).
War Prisoners’ Aid, 1941-46.
Correspondence on YMCA War Prisoners' Aid activities.

War Prisoners Aid, 1942-45.
Correspondence, notes, newspaper clippings, and reports on conditions in German and Japanese prisoner of war camps.

Russia and Japan, 1942.
WPA correspondence.

Minutes of WPA meetings in Mott's Office, May, Dec 1942; Nov 1943.

American Red Cross-YMCA Agreement on Prisoners of War, 1942-44.
Red Cross "Prisoners of War Bulletin" (March-July 1944).

Russian War Relief, Inc., 1942-44.
Correspondence and newsletters.

Cables, 1942-45.
Henri Johannot; Cables from Geneva (1942-45); Bern (1942); Lisbon (1942).

War Department Correspondence, 1943.
Correspondence between Anderson and the U.S. War Department

Basis for War Prisoners’ Aid, 1943.


Cables from Stockholm, 1943-45.
Tracy Strong, Hugo Cedergren (Sept 1944), Swedish Exchange.

War Prisoners’ Aid, 1944-45.
Cables, Paris-New York, New York-Geneva; Budget requirements for Europe (1945); Tracy Strong, Frank Slack.


RUSSIAN EMIGRÉS, 1923-26, 1976-82

Articles by and interviews with Russian emigrés in Western Europe and the United States. Includes records of interviews with S.L. Frank (5 pages) and S.N. Prokopovich (6 pages), typescript "Russian Philosophy" by M. Sztern (in German and in English), newspaper clippings.

Ekaterina Breshko-Breshkovskaya, ca. 1924.
Photo of "Grandmother of the Russian Revolution," (Prague).

Leon Freyman, 1924-26.
Russian student emigrant to Chicago; J.R. Mott.

Box 17:

American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, St. Louis Convention--Papers, 1976.
YMCA/USSR Program, 1974-76.
Reprint "The United States and Forced Repatriation of Soviet Citizens, 1944-47"
by M. Elliott.
Curriculum vitae of M. Elliott.
Newspaper clippings, notes, advertisements.

American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, St. Louis
Papers:
"Introduction to the Topic" by P.B. Anderson.
"Dependency Theory and the Soviet-East European Hierarchical Regional
System: An Initial Test" by W. Zimmerman.
"Eugene Schuyler and Bulgaria, 1876-1878" by M.B. Petrovich.
"Religious Dissent in the Soviet Union" by B.R. Bocuirkiw.
"The American YMCA and the Russian Emigration" by D.E. Davis.
"Polish Politics from the Perspective of the Village" by A. Skreija.
"Relationship Between Changes in Consumption and Politics in Poland"
by B. Mieczkowski.
"Religion, Politics and Peace" by P.B. Anderson.
Map "GULAG-MVD" (Concentration camps in the USSR, 1976).
Documents of the Consultation on Christian Concern for the Limitation and
Reduction of Arms (October 3-6, 1969).
Typescript "An Examination of Critical Developments for the Orthodox Church
in Western Europe" by P.B. Anderson (July, 1971).
Typescript "Autocephaly Past and Present" by P.B. Anderson (July 2, 1971).
Reports, newspaper clippings, notes, maps.

Russian Student Fund, ca. 1977.
Manuscript "The Russian Student Fund: A Study in Emigré Education" by
Donald E. Davis.


RUSSIAN WORK, 1917-19

P.B. Anderson Personal Diary, Moscow, Dec. 22, 1917 - March 15, 1918

Petrograd Headquarters, 1917-18
Correspondence relating to situation in Russia; government permit; U.S.
Embassy, including the Resolution of the Russian Vremennoe Pravitelstvo
(Temporary Government) on YMCA clubs in the Russian Army (October
20, 1917) government permit; U.S. Embassy

Includes English translations of two speeches by Kerensky in June 1917, a 1 page
document reporting results of Cheka investigation of YMCA activities,
and 23 page English translation of the constitution of the RSFSR adopted
in 1918.

International Committee Headquarters, Moscow, Aug 1918- Aug 1919, March 1921.
Correspondence and memoranda concerning the War Prisoners' Aid program and
the YMCA Moscow Department relations with the Soviet government.

Russian Work, 1918-20.
Cables and reports relating to relief work in northern Russia and Siberia.
Includes 5 page undated speech by R.F. Coffey and copy of Chapter XXXIV of
The History of the American Expedition Fighting the Bolsheviks:
Campaigning in Northern Russia 1918-1919.

**Russian Work, 1918-22.**
Correspondence and reports concerning YMCA and War Prisoners' Aid in Russia. Includes 23 page report by C. Alexander on the Samara Association Activities in 1918, 26 page report by E.T. Colton on YMCA work in Russia and Siberia; two reports (11 pages, 15 pages) on the social and religious situation in Germany in 1921, and 8 page memorandum by William B. Webster on Bolshevism.

**Russian Work, 1918-25.**
Correspondence concerning relief work in Russia and the Baltic States. 4-page letter from Anderson to his mother describing travels (April, 1918). 6 page letter from James Somerville (July 13, 1925).

**Siberia--John G. Cattron and Others, 1919.**

**YMCA Volga Expedition--Ryall Article, 1918, 1919, 1976, 1984.**
Typescript "Bryant Ryall" by P.B. Anderson (October 23, 1984).

**Box 18: RUSSIAN WORK, 1920-81**

**YMCA Newark Conference, Feb 1920, 1920-21.**
Russell Story and Brackett Lewis on Russian Service(1921); Donald Lowrie on Prisoners of War(1920); John R. Mott's Approach to the Russians (June-Nov. 1920).

**Interviews in Soviet Russia and Russian Refugees, 1920-21.**
Interviews conducted by Anderson (some of them jointly with Edgar MacNaughten) on conditions in Soviet Russia, Russian refugees, and the prospects for relief work by the YMCA in Russia and among the emigrés.

**Russian Work, 1921.**
Notes and correspondence pertaining to an approach to the Soviet government for service in Russia.

**The Estonian Young Men's Club of the YMCA in Tallinn, Photo booklet, 1921.**

**Description of the YMCA for Russians by J.F. Hecker, ca. 1922.**

**Russian Service in Europe, 1922-23, 1925-26, 1928.**
Correspondence and notes.

**Russian Correspondence School, 1922-24.**
Including reports and financial documents.

**Headquarters Correspondence on Decisions regarding Russian Work, 1923-24.**
St. Serge Russian Orthodox Theological Academy (Institute). Russian Correspondence School.
Typescript "The Mission of the Catholic Church in Russia" by Rev. August Manglier (September, 1923).

**YMCA and Orthodox Churches, 1923-24, 1927, 1933, 1947, 1962.**
1928 Formal agreement and reports, correspondence and documents, notes.
Typescript "Thirty Years of Work With Russians" by D.A. Lowrie (September 8, 1947).

Historical Items, 1923-37.
Correspondence concerning Paris YMCA and YMCA-Press, (including letters from I.F. Hapgood, P.A. Sorokin et al.), events in China, and work with Russian emigrés in Western Europe and the Baltic states.
Photographs of P.B. Anderson, V.S. Slepian and probably his wife, the Russian Correspondence School et al.
Relations with the International Committee of YMCA's.
Russian Correspondence School.
Notes (including a note of Metropolitan Eulogius (Georgievsky), A.M. Remizov et al.).
Advertisement of the Kedroff Quartet with photographs of its members (1928).

Baltic YMCAs, 1924-25.

P.B. Anderson Annual Report for 1925 and correspondence.
P.B. Anderson Annual Report for 1925 and correspondence.
Agreement with A.M. Remizov on the publishing of his book "Zhizn' sviatogo Nikolaia Ugodnika" (March 24, 1926).

History of Russian Work, 1924, 1940.
History of the Russian Church in 1920th.
Russian Correspondence School.
Financial documents, notes.

American Secretaries Conference, 1925.
Correspondence with T.F. Baimakova et al.

Russian Work Policy on Book Sales, 1926.
YMCA Balkan Conference.
Report on the Russian Christian Student Conference near Konigstein (Germany) (May 26-29, 1926).
Russkii Zarubezhnyi Sobor (1926).


Paris Center, 1926-45.
Correspondence and notes pertaining to work among Russian emigrés in Europe and the status of Christian churches in the Soviet Union during World War II. Includes 26 page paper by Dr. I(J.) A. Iljin in German on Communism and international order.
Typescript "Explanatory Memorandum on Financial Programme, 1933-1934" by P.B. Anderson (August 18, 1933).
Letter from Archbishop John (Ioann) (Pommer) to B. Lewis (February 18, 1926) on distribution of 13000 books of the Russian New Testament in Latvia (in English).
Newspaper clippings.

**Box 19:**

Administration, Paris and New York, 1927.
Aid to Russian Students; E.T. Colton to J.R. Mott (3/4/27).

Administration, Paris; YMCA-Press; 1928.
Typescript "Fellowship of St. Alban and St. Sergius" by P.B. Anderson (1928),
published in Russian periodical "Putil" (April, 1928).
Typescript "Sud nad mitropolitom Petrogradskim Veniaminom" (in Russian).
RSCM.
ISS Relief Committee for Russians in France.

Work for Russians Outside Russia
1918-1939, by P.B. Anderson (33 pp) February 18, 1940.
"Fundamentals of the YMCA," 1929.

Photographs, Baltic trip, 1929.

Official Russian Work Correspondence, Paris, 1931-32.
Russian Superior Technical Institute (including letters from Russian students).
Russian Church Aid Bulletin, No 1, May, 1937.
List of former YMCA foreign secretaryes (May 1, 1932).
Leaflets, financial documents, newspaper clippings, photographs, notes.

Russian Area (RSCM) Conference in Chantilly (France), May 28-30, 1933 (with John R. Mott's presence).
Papers, discussions, documents, notes (including notes on "1927 Agreement" between RSCM and YMCA Foreign Committee by E.T. Colton).

Including an advertisement to Russian Religious-Philosophical Academy lectures (1935-36).
Open letter by B.P. Vysheslavtseff (October 14, 1935) (2 pages, in Russian).

International Committee, Special Service in Europe, Russian Work, 1940.
"Notes on the Development of YMCA Work for Russians Outside Russia, 1919-1939" (41 pages), by P.B. Anderson, dated February 18, 1940.

Eastern Europe, 1948-81.
Correspondence, memoranda, reports, newspaper clippings on the YMCA in Eastern Europe under Communist rule.
Letter from Patriarch German from the Serbian Orthodox Church (April 26, 1973)
in Serbian and in English.

Correspondence and memoranda concerning YMCA work among Russians.
Typescript "Russian Work" (July 11, 1952) (3 pages).
Typescript "Memorandum on Policy for the Russian Work of the International Committee" by P.B. Anderson (August 9, 1951) (10 pages).
Financial documents.

Typescript "YMCA Russian Work as a Pioneering Enterprise in the Movement for Christian Unity" by P.B. Anderson (July 25, 1964) (3 pages).
Russian Work, 1956-58.
Russian Superior Technical Institute, Patriarch Alexei's visit to Belgrade (1957), YMCA-Press (1957-58).
Typescript "The Place of Russian Work in YMCA Program at this Time of World Tension" by P.B. Anderson (January 10, 1958) (2 pages).
Financial documents.

Russian Orthodox Church (Moscow Patriarchate), Russian Orthodox Church Abroad, Romanian and Georgian Orthodox Churches, YMCA Press, 60 years of Latvian work (1979), death of Alexandra Tolstoy, correspondence, newspaper clippings, notes.
Typescript "Young Mens Christian Association (YMCA) Serving the Russian People" probably written by P.B. Anderson (November 3, 1979) (2 pages).
RSCM, Aid to believers in Russia.

Prototype for Russian Correspondence School, ca. 1978.

RUSSIAN WORK DOCUMENTS, 1922-36

Documents, 1922.
World's Committee meeting, Copenhagen Report, lists of books published by YMCA-Press, notes.

Documents, 1923.
YMCA-Press, Pacifism, Dorpat Baltic Conference, correspondence school budgets.

Box 20.

Service in World War I, Europe and Russia (cut pages), 1924

Documents, 1924.
Correspondence School cash statement; European YMCA organization, Sofia School, Geneva shipment.
Letter from Metropolitan Platon (Rozhdetsvensky) to C.V. Hibbard (1924) (1 page, in Russian).
Typescript "Should We Advocate Two Types of YMCA - Church Type and Independent Type" (ca. 1924) (3 pages).
Financial documents.

Russian Correspondence School, 1925.
YMCA Secretaries in Europe (1925).

Documents, 1925.
Reval book list, Russian Correspondence School, statistical report (March 18, 1925), budgets, list of firms solicited.

Documents, 1926.
MacNaughten's donor list, Russian Correspondence School statistical report.

Documents, 1927.
Russian Correspondence School.
Life histories of six Russian emigrés, lists of students.
Documents, 1928.
Russian Correspondence School.
Student lists, case histories, correspondence, Russian Correspondence School, statistical report, Latvian financial campaign.
YMCA Press.
St. Serge Russian Orthodox Theological Institute: Financial documents.
RSCM.
Typescript "The World's Student Christian Federation" by H.L. Henriod (2 pages).
Letter from Hieromonk Ioann (John) (Shakhovskoy) (further Archbishop) to B.P. Vysheslavtseff (ca. 1928) (2 pages).

Documents, 1929.

Documents, 1930.
YMCA Press book lists, financial accounts, solicitation lists.

Reports, May 15, 1930.
Russian Correspondence School; Russians in France, Czechoslovakia and Germany; Russians in Europe Headquarters; Russian Headquarters; and YMCA Press.

Documents, 1931.
RSCM budget, Russian program budget, YMCA Press.

Documents, 1932.
E.T. Colton on fund raising, YMCA-Press lists; Russian Superior Technical Institute in France, Home Study Section; Central European area conference.
Fellowship of St. Alban and St. Sergius (St. Basil house at Oxford).
Russian Theological Academy Fund: List of members (1931-32).
Autograph by Rev. Sergii Tchetverikoff.

Documents, 1933.
Budgets, Religious News Sheet Distribution list, books, Annual Report (1933).
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
RSCM.
YMCA Press.
Book review by B.P. Vysheslavtseff (manuscript, 15 pp, in Russian).

Documents, 1934.
Russian Superior Technical Institute, YMCA-Press, Russian Orthodox Theological Academy contributors, Russian work budgets.
Letters probably written by V.V. Zenkovsky on RSCM and Anglo-Russian Student Conference (ca. 1934).
Lists of books.
Statement on a national ideology in RSCM.
Youth camps.
World YMCA statistics (January 1, 1935).
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1935.
YMCA Russian Service in Europe; World Student Christian Fellowship;
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Anglo-Russian Student Conference.
RSCM.

Documents, 1936.
Anglo-Russian Conference account, RCSM, Youth camps, European travel, YMCA Press reports, , Les Éditeurs Réunis.
Letter from B.P. Vysheslavtseff (ca. 1936).
Financial documents, notes.

Box 21:

RUSSIAN WORK DOCUMENTS, 1937-56

Documents, January 1937.
1936 crops in USSR, World's Committee Mysore meeting minutes.
RSCM.
Religious Pedagogical Cabinet
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Registration form of F.T. Pianoff (1937).
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, February 1937.
P.B. Anderson Correspondence, List of Russian Orthodox institutions in France receiving YMCA support.
Letters from Russian Emigré to the Society "Study of Russia".

Documents, March 1937.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Youth camps.
Correspondence with N.M. Zernov on the Fellowship of St. Alban and St. Sergius in England.

Documents, April 1937.

Documents, May 1937.
Donald Lowrie's "After English".

Documents, June 1937.
RCSM.
Correspondence.

Documents, July 1937.
Pax Romana in Paris, Russian Work.
Youth camps.
Newspaper clippings

Documents, August 1937.

Documents, September 1937.
Bernard Pares.

Documents, October 1937.
Russian Emigration, financial documents.

Documents, November 1937.
Eucharistic Congress.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.

Documents, December 1937.
Anglican-Orthodox negotiations.

Documents, March, October 1938.
Russian Work in Europe.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Financial documents.
Typescript "Rezume diskussii po povodu privedennykh tezisov v Parizhskoj
gruppe po podgotovke s'ezda Pravoslavnoj molodezhi 1938 g." probably
written by V.V. Zen'kovsky (5 pages).

Documents, November 1938.
Russian Work.
Russian Superior Technical Institute, financial documents.

Documents, February-August 1939.
Russian Work in Europe.
Orthodox Youth Conference in Jugoslavia (April, 1938).

Documents, October 1939.
Russians in Europe Headquarters balance sheet.

Documents, January-February 1940.
RSCM, International Committee.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, October-December 1940.
Russian Work in Europe.
Russian Work Headquarters.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1941.
Russian Work in Europe, YMCA-Press.
Aid to Poles and to Serbs.
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1942.
Russian Work in Europe.
Financial documents.

Documents, 1943.
Russian Technical institute, Russian work, in Europe.
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1944.
YMCA-Press, War Prisoners' Aid.
Lists of books.
Russian Work in Europe.
Russian Superior Technical Institute
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1945.
RSCM, Russian Work in Europe, Russian books published by YMCA War Prisoners Aid.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Financial documents, notes.
Typescript "Russian Work of the YMCA in the USA" by A.L. Kasem-Beg (ca. 1945) (5 pages).

Documents, 1946.
Russian Work in Europe.
YMCA Press, lists of books.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1947.
Russian work in Europe.

Russian Work Headquarters.
St. Serge Russian Orthodox Theological Institute.
Joint Commission on Assistance to the Russian Church (Russian Theological Academy Fund).
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Russian Service Books and Light of Russia
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1948.
YMCA-Press; Russian Work in Europe.
Russian Work Headquarters.
St. Serge Russian Orthodox Theological Institute.
RSCM.
Youth camps, Russian scouts.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1949.
Russian Work in Europe.
Russian Work Headquarters.
YMCA Press, minutes, lists of German books available for sale in Germany.
St. Serge Russian Orthodox Theological Institute.
RSCM.
Youth camps, Russian scouts.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Foreign language courses.
Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1950.
Russian Work in Europe.
Russian Work Headquarters.
YMCA Press, minutes.
Lists of German books available for sale in Germany.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Joint Commission on Assistance to the Russian Church.
Financial documents, notes, advertisements.

Documents, 1951.
Russian Work in Europe.
Russian Work Headquarters.
YMCA Press, lists of German books available for sale in Germany.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Financial documents, notes, advertisements.

Documents, 1952.
- Russian Work, YMCA-Press.
- Russian Work Headquarters.
- Study of Russia.

Box 22:

Documents, 1953.
- Russian Work, YMCA-Press, Les Éditeurs Réunis.
- Russian Work Headquarters.
- Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1954.
- Russian Work, YMCA Press, correspondence with Robbins Strong.
- Russian Work Headquarters.
- Russian Superior Technical Institute.
- Financial documents, notes.

Documents, 1955.
- Russian Work, correspondence, notes.

Documents, 1956.
- Russian Work, YMCA-Press, Les Éditeurs Réunis.

Documents, 1957.
- Russian Work, YMCA-Press, lists of books.
- Russian Work Headquarters.
- Joint Commission on Assistance to the Russian Church.
- Financial documents, notes.
- Creation of the Russian YMCA group in a hospital in France (February 9, 1958).

RUSSIAN WORK, BERLIN HEADQUARTERS, 1917-37

- Correspondence and memoranda concerning War Prisoners' Aid in Russia, Germany, Poland, Turkey and the Baltic states, statutes of YMCA in Czechoslovakia's and YWCA in Estonia. Includes notes on an interview with M. Litvinov (July 15, 1920) and 16 page report by Anderson on the work of the War Prisoners' Aid in Russia from May 1917 to September 30, 1918.
- P.B. Anderson personal documents.
- Typescript "The Place oh the Young Men's Christian Asotiation in a Socialistic State" (ca. 1920) (5 pages).
- Typescript "Proposed Program of YMCA Activities in Russia" probably written by P.B. Anderson (June 1920) (3 pages).
- Typescript "The Creed of a Modern Christian " (ca. 1921) (6 pages).
- Newspaper clippings, notes.

Copenhagen Headquarters, 1918-19.
- Correspondence relating to War Prisoners' Aid work in Russia.

Berlin Headquarters, 1920.
- Correspondence concerning prisoner of war relief work in Russia.

Berlin, 1920.
- Russian Department Reports.
Correspondence and notes relating to Nansenhilfe program for prisoners of war.

Correspondence and memoranda concerning Russian Service and Press, the Committee on Work for the Allied Armies and Prisoners of War, refugee work, Russian prisoners of war in Germany. Ukrainian YMCA Training School in Czechoslovakia (1921). Conference of YMCA Secretaries in Germany (February 8 and March 5-6, 1921).

Berlin, 1920-21, 1923.
Correspondence and memoranda concerning War Prisoners' Aid and Russian Relief, report on Russian Correspondence School.

Correspondence, reports, data on students.

Germany YMCA Photos, 1922.
Including Studen conference photos (1922).

Russian Correspondence School, 1922-23.
Reports, notes.

Box 23:

Russian Correspondence School, Berlin and Paris, 1922-42.
Budgets and enrollments of Russian Correspondence School, applications and letters by students.
YMCA Press.

Berlin and Vladivostok, 1923.
Correspondence concerning Russian refugee work between Anderson in Berlin and Brackett Lewis in Vladivostok.

Berlin and Prague, 1923.
Correspondence (i.e. with Archbishop Sergius (Tikhomirov), Protopriest George Shavelsky et al.), reports, financial documents, memoranda, notes.
Russian Correspondence School.
American Section European Student Relief (in Russia).

Headquarters Correspondence.
St. Serge Russian Orthodox Theological Institute.
Anglo-Russian Fellowship in Paris.
Russian Correspondence School.
Financial documents.
Agreement between representatives of Orthodox Church and World Committee
YMCA (Sophia, May 3, 1928) (2 pages, in Russian) and typescript
"Postanvlenie Vtorogo Neofitsial'nogo Soveshhania Predstaviteley
Pravoslavnykh Tserkvej i Predstaviteley Mirovogo Komiteta YMCA"
(1928) (5 pages, in Russian).

Berlin, Jan - June 1924.
Correspondence, reports, notes, esp. concerning YMCA-Press in Prague.
Financial documents, lists of books.
Russian Correspondence School.
Russian Student Conference at Falkenberg, Germany (June 6-12, 1924) and at
Moravska Trzhebova, Czechoslovakia (July 14-19, 1924).

Berlin, April - July 1925.
F.T. Pianoff's report to G.G. Kullmann on Russian student work in Germany (Fall
1925) (4 pages, in English).
RSCM (including Russian Student Conference at Argeronne, France (July 21-27,
1925)).
Russian scouts in Constantinople.
Russian Correspondence School.
European Student Relief (Geneva).
YMCA Press (including Memorandum probably written by B.P. Vysheslavtseff
(July 21, 1924) (3 pages, in Russian)).
Financial documents.

Church Fund Correspondence, Berlin, July-December 1926.
St. Serge Russian Orthodox Theological Institute.
RSCM Conference (August 30 - September 5, 1926).
Correspondence between RSCM and Russian Orthodox Church Abroad.
RSCM in Czechoslovakia.
Russian Correspondence School.
Russian Religious-Philosophical Academy.

RUSSIAN WORK, PARIS HEADQUARTERS, 1922-24

Keys to Files, Filing guides.

Russian Work Headquarters.
YMCA Press, Les Éditeurs Réunis.
Russian Religious-Philosophical Academy.
Russian scouts (National Association of Vitiaz).
Typescript "The Russian Orthodox Church in Paris and the Oecumenical
Movement" by D.A. Davis (2 pages, in English).
Typescript "Khristianskij Soiuz Molodykh Liudej i Pravolavie" by J.R. Mott (5
pages, in Russian).
Correspondence, financial and legal documents.

Box 24:

Russian Correspondence School, 1923, 1926, 1929.
YMCA Press.
Russian scouts (National Association of Vitiaz).

Reports.
Russian Work Headquarters.
Russian Department of the International Committee of YMCA in Geneva.
Russian Correspondence School.

Paris, 1924-29.
Correspondence and reports.
Russian Correspondence School.
RSCM.

Russian Work Headquarters and YMCA-Press, 1924-29.
Correspondence, notes.
Typescript "O Rabote Russkogo Studencheskogo Khristianskogo Dvizhenia v Pribaltike" (2 pages, in Russian).
Typescript "What Has the North American YMCA Done for the RSC Movement " by V.V. Zenkovsky (2 pages, in English).

YMCA Headquarters, May 1924 - Nov 1925.
Correspondence with S.E. Hening, W.G. Schram et al., memoranda.
YMCA Press.

RUSSIAN WORK, PARIS HEADQUARTERS, JULY 1924 - FEBRUARY 1928

Correspondence, reports of work in Baltic and Central Europe, memoranda, notes and minutes relating to staff assignments, YMCA-Press and Russian Correspondence School.
RSCM: Conference at Psherov, Czechoslovakia (September 8-14, 1924).

Paris, November 1924 - February 1925.
Correspondence, financial documents, reports.


Montparnasse, 1925-26, 1931.
Correspondence by I.I. Fondaminsky et al., financial documents, notes.
YMCA Press.
Journal "Novyi Grad".
RSCM: Minutes (1925-1926), conference at Psherov, Czechoslovakia (September 8-14, 1924).
Correspondence between RSCM and Russian Orthodox Church Abroad.

Russian Correspondence School--Sample Students, 1925, 1939, 1944.

Russian Work Headquarters and YMCA-Press, 1925.
Russian Service in Europe.

Box 25:

Russian Student Work in France, 1925.

Paris, January 1925.
Correspondence, notes, inventory.
YMCA Press.
Lists of books.

Paris, February-March 1925.
Correspondence and reports.
YMCA Press.
Lists of books.

Paris, April 1925.
Correspondence and memoranda.
Russian Correspondence School.

Paris, May 1925.
Correspondence and minutes.

Paris, June 1925.
Correspondence.

Paris, July 1925.
Correspondence and annual report "Russians in France" (11 pages).

Paris, August 1925.
Correspondence.

Paris, September 1925.
Correspondence and reports.
RSCM: Conference at Khopovo, Jugoslavia (September 11-16, 1926).
Russian Correspondence School.
Baltic YMCA.

Russian Work, Paris Headquarters, October 1925.
Correspondence and reports.
Russian Correspondence School.

Paris, November 1925.
Correspondence and reports.
Russian Correspondence School.

Russian Headquarters (6 folders), December 1925 - May 1926.
Correspondence with N.F. Fedoroff et al.
Russian in Europe: Financial documents.
Russian Correspondence School.
Lists of books in Geneva.
YMCA in Poland.

Paris, Jan - June 1926.
Correspondence and minutes.

Paris, March, July - August 1926.
Correspondence and reports.

St. Maur-des-Fosses, France, March 26, 1926.

Budget for 1927.

Notes.
Russian Work Headquarters, 1926-27.
Russian Correspondence School (1927-28); Articles "Russian Students in Emigration," by L.A. Zander (1926) (6 pages); "The YMCA and the Russian Orthodox Church," by P.B. Anderson (1926) (3 pages).

Russian Correspondence School, Paris, 1925-31.

Russian Correspondence School, 1926-32.
Russian Superior Technical Institute: Autobiographies of students, records, Preparation of Courses.

Box 26:

Paris, 1926-35.
Correspondence, notes, and articles by Anderson on work among Russian emigrés. Includes 37 pages of notes by Anderson on Russian Correspondence School.

Russian Service in Europe.
YMCA Press.

Paris, September 1926.
Correspondence and notes.

Paris, October 1926.
Correspondence and reports.

Paris, November 1926.
Correspondence

Paris, December 1926.
Correspondence.

Paris, January 1927.
Correspondence.

Russian Correspondence School.

Paris, February 1927.
Correspondence and reports.

Paris, March 1927.
Correspondence with N.N. Kedroff et al.

Paris, April 1927.
Correspondence, Edgar MacNaughten and Paul Anderson.

Russians in Europe, April 1, 1927.
Budget for 1928.


Paris, May 1927.
Correspondence.
YMCA in Czechoslovakia.
Paris, May - June 1927.
Correspondence.

Paris (4 folders), June-September 1927.
YMCA Press.
Russian Correspondence School.

Paris, September- November 1927.
Correspondence with I.I. Lappo, Rev. Iakov Ktitareff, M.M. Fedoroff et al. and reports.

Paris, October 1927.
Correspondence with V.S. Slepyan et al.
Lists of books.
Russians in Europe Headquarters

Correspondence, reports, architectural drawings.
Russians in Europe Headquarters.
Russian Correspondence School.
RSCM in Czechoslovakia

Russian Work, Paris, December 1927 - February 1928.
Correspondence and reports.

Box 27:

Paris, February 1928.
Correspondence and reports.

Correspondence with S.S. Bezobrazoff (further Bishop Cassien), Rev. Sergius Bulgakov, G.G. Kullmann, S.S. Shidlovsky (further Kulonzina), N.I. Shidlovsky et al.
St. Serge Russian Orthodox Theological Institute.
Religious Pedagogical Cabinet (attached to the Theological Institute).
Typescript "Relogiozno-Pedagogicheskij Kabinet pri Bogoslovskom Institute" (9 pages, in Russian).

Typescript "Institutions and Organizations with which the Young Men's Christian Association is at Work in Service for the Russian People" (2 pages, in English).
Les Éditeurs Réunis.

Draft of Introduction to Book Proposed on Service for Russia entitled "The Young Men's Christian Association of North America in Service for Russia" (50 pages).
Paris group of Anglo-Russian Fellowship.
Correspondence, financial documents, notes.


Paris, February 1928.
Correspondence and reports.

RUSSIAN WORK, PARIS HEADQUARTERS, MARCH 1928 - 1930

Paris, March 1928.
Appeal for the Russian Clergy and Church Aid Fund.

Paris, April 1928.
Correspondence and reports.

Annual Report (1927).

Correspondence.

June 3, 2015
Russians in Europe Headquarters, Paris, June 12, 1928.

Paris, June 1928.
YMCA Press.
Appeal for the Russian Clergy and Church Aid Fund.
Correspondence with Rev. Ilia Golokolossoff et al.

Paris, July 1928.
Memorandum.
YMCA Press.

Paris, August - December 1928.
Correspondence and reports.
YMCA Press.

Box 28:

Paris, October 31, 1928.
General Inventory.

Russians in Europe, 1928.
Budget for 1929.

Paris, 1928, 1933.
Reports by Anderson on the Russian Correspondence School (9 pages) and the YMCA-Press (6 pages), and a letter (6 pages with photo) on the Russian Student Christian Movement.

Paris, January 1929.
Russian Correspondence
YMCA Press.
Correspondence, notes.

Paris (5 folders), February-June 1929.
Correspondence.
Russian Work Headquarters: Report.
Correspondence with N.S. Arseniev, G.A. Bobrovsky, Rev. Alexander Eltchaninoff et al.
Russian Correspondence School: Letters by students and statistics.
YMCA Press, Les Éditeurs Réunis.
RSCM in Germany.
Boys' Work Institute at Geneva.

Paris, July 10, 1929.

Paris, July 1929.
Correspondence with Rev. Alexander Eltchaninoff et al., Russians in Europe
Headquarters Reports, YMCA Press Reports, Russian Correspondence
School Reports; Russians in France, Czechoslovakia & Germany.

Paris, August 1929.
Correspondence.

Paris, September 1929.
Correspondence.
RSCM.

Paris, October 1929.
Correspondence.
RSCM youth summer camps in France and in Czechoslovakia: Reports by P.
Klysheiko.
RSCM in Czechoslovakia.
YMCA Press, Les Éditeurs Réunis.

Box 29:

Russian Work in Europe, Paris, October 31, 1929.
General Inventory.

Paris, November 1929.
Correspondence.

Paris, December 1929.
Correspondence; Typescripts "Difficulties of Work Among the Russian Youth"
by Nicholas Berdyaev (6 pages, December 27, 1929), "Composition and
Structure of the National Alliances of the YMCA in Orthodox Countries"
by S. Zankow (7 pages, February 7, 1930).
St. Serge Russian Orthodox Theological Institute.

Russians in Europe, 1929-30.
Russians in Europe Headquarters: Budget for 1930; Includes correspondence
inserted inside front cover of budget report.

Technical Institutes, 1929, 1931-33.
Reports, letters, notes.

Russian Boys Camp, Mandelieu-La Napoule, France, 1930.
Photo booklet.

Russian Technical Institute, Paris Photographs, 1930.
Paris Headquarters folders for January 1930 - February 1932 include:
Correspondence with: Edgar MacNaughten, Donald Lowrie, Tracy Strong, Francis Harmon, E.T. Colton, Charles Tidball, G.I. Babcock, Frank Slack, and V.V. Zenkovsky; monthly reports of the Russian Correspondence School, lists of contributors, Russian Work Imprest Fund reports, Russian Work in Europe Budget (1931-32), List of YMCA-Press Debtors and Creditors; and material on the Fellowship of St. Alban and St. Sergius, Anglo-Russian Student Conference, Russian Church Fund, RSCM financial campaign, and YMCA camp visits.

Paris, February 1930.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Typescript "Report on Trip to Germany, Latvia and Estonia, December 1929 - February 1930" by I.A. Lagovsky (13 pages).

Paris, March 1930.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Typescript "Report on Trip to Germany, Latvia and Estonia, December 1929 - February 1930" by I.A. Lagovsky (13 pages).

Paris, April 1930.
Russians in Europe, Budget for 1931, April 24, 1930.
Anglo-Russian Student Conference.
Death of R.W. Hollinger.

Paris (2 folders), May-June 1930.

Box 30:

Paris (4 folders), July-October 1930.
Anglo-Russian Student Conference.
RSCM in France and in Germany, youth camps.
Religious Pedagogical Cabinet, 1929-1930.
Russian Correspondence School.
Typescript "Impressions of a Visit to North America, May-June 1930" by W.A. Visser't Hooft.
Correspondence, financial documents, notes.

Russian Work in Europe, General Inventory, October 31, 1930.

Paris, November 1930.
Russian Correspondence School.
RSCM, including budget for 1929-1930.

Paris, December 1930.
Russian Correspondence School.

Russian Headquarters Contributors, 1930-31.

RUSSIAN WORK, PARIS HEADQUARTERS, 1931 - MAY 1933

Correspondence with John R. Mott, January 1931.

Paris (4 folders), February-May 1931.
Russians in Europe, Budget for 1932, May 1931.

Russian Correspondence School Students, 1931.

Box 31:

Russian Correspondence School, 1931.
Student Bulletin and Union.

Russian Work, 1931-32.
Georgian Parish in Paris.

Russian Correspondence School Tuition Records, 1931-33.

Paris, 1931-36.

Paris (7 folders), June-December 1931.

Russian Headquarters Correspondence with British Committee Supporting YMCA Russian Work, 1932-33.

Box 32:

YMCA Headquarters, Correspondence, 1932-33.

Russian Correspondence School, 1932, 1934-35.

Correspondence, notes, reports, financial statements, minutes.

Financial accounts and correspondence.

Paris, January 1932.


YMCA Headquarters, General Correspondence, Paris, March 1932.
General Correspondence, Paris (6 folders), April 1932 - June 1932.

Box 33:

General Correspondence, Paris (8 folders), April 1932 - May 1933.

RUSSIAN WORK, PARIS HEADQUARTERS, JUNE 1933 - 1942

General Correspondence, Paris (17 folders), July 1932 - November 1933.

Box 34:

General Correspondence, Paris (13 folders), December 1933 - December 1934.


Box 35:

Box 36:


Correspondence and Sample Lessons.

Correspondence and notes concerning work among Russians in Europe and prisoner-of-war work. Contains memoranda of three trips by Anderson to Europe in 1956-57.

Russian Correspondence School, 1941.
Student Work; Photographs.

RUSSIAN WORK, PARIS HEADQUARTERS, 1950 - 67


Box 37:

Paris, September 1951.
Draft report (27 pages).


Financial statements; notes, balance sheets and newspaper clippings.

Reports, YMCA-Press, book lists, budgets & balance sheets, RSCM.

Russian Work Headquarters, 1956.
PB Anderson report (Nov 1956), YMCA-Press.

Box 38:

YMCA work including C. Zahirnic of Rumania.

AMERICAN COUNCIL OF VOLUNTARY AGENCIES FOR FOREIGN SERVICE, 1941-47

Committee on France, 1941, 1944.
Correspondence concerning activities, chaired by Anderson.

Relief in France, 1941-42, 1944-45.
Correspondence, newsletters, bulletins and newspaper clippings.
American Council of Voluntary Agencies, 1943-44.

Meetings, 1944.  
Minutes of the American Council's meetings.

Committee on Displaced Persons, 1944.  
Correspondence, minutes, and report (27 pages).

Committee on France, 1944.  
Minutes, correspondence.

Committee on France, 1944.  
Clarence King.

Membership, 1944-45.  
Union of Russian Jews activities, 1941-44.

Committee on France, 1944-45.  
Margaret Frawley.

UNRRA & European relief, 1946-47.

AMERICAN RELIEF ADMINISTRATION, 1921-28

Riga Agreement, 1921.  
Famine relief; Hoover program.

American Relief Administration, 1921-24.  
Correspondence, notes and cables concerning the economic and supply situation in Soviet Russia and the recruitment of YMCA staff for A.R.A. service, Anderson's ineligibility, Walter L. Brown, James Somerville & reports of work.

YMCA & American Relief Administration, 1928.

AMERICAN RELIEF IN FRANCE, 1944-56

French Relief of America, Inc., Coordination of Relief Agencies, 1944.  
Correspondence, memoranda, incorporation documents, and by-laws; coordination of activities with other relief agencies.

American Relief for France, Inc., Board of Directors, 1944.  
Minutes of meetings and proposals concerning organization and finance.

Committee on Plan and Scope, 1944-45.  
Correspondence, notes, budgets, and minutes of meetings on planning activities.

Publicity, 1944-45.  
Correspondence, reports and bulletin on activities.

American Relief for France, 1944-45.

Box 39:

Bulletins, minutes of meetings, reports.
Correspondence, financial accounts, minutes of Board of Directors meetings.

Correspondence, minutes.

Correspondence; copy (2 pages) of "Projet de l'acte de donation à l'Université de Paris."

BRITISH-AMERICAN CIVILIAN EMERGENCY SERVICE (BACES), 1940-41

Prisoners of War work in France & World's Alliance, 1940-44.

BACES, 1941-43.
French Red Cross, War Prisoners' Work, Pensions.

BACES, 1941-44.

Gertrude Hamilton Correspondence, 1941-45.
Correspondence by and concerning Hamilton and BACES activities.

BACES, 1941-47.
Correspondence, reports, notes concerning activities among civilians interned in occupied Europe.

Final Report (1941).

BRITISH-AMERICAN CIVILIAN EMERGENCY SERVICE, (BACES), 1942-82

BACES, 1942-47.

BACES, 1943-44.

Lady Devlin, H. Andermo's diary.

CHURCH COMMITTEE ON OVERSEAS RELIEF & RECONSTRUCTION, 1942-46

National War Fund, 1943-44.
Pamphlet (20 pages) on the National Budget of the National War Fund, and article by Anderson (2 pages, 1944) on French needs.

Sub-Committee on Europe and the Mediterranean, 1944.
Correspondence, notes, brochures, and newsletters on relief activities in Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean.

Box 40:

Relief and Reconstruction Work in Europe, 1944-46.
Correspondence, notes, and newspaper clippings on relief work and post-war reconstruction.

DISPLACED PERSONS, 1940-52

Travel Orders.

Service to refugees in France, 1941-45.

World War II Newspaper Clippings, 1942-45.
  One million displaced persons in 9th Army Area, NYT (4/10/45).

American Committee of OSE, 1944.
  Relief for Jewish children in France and Poland.

  Statistical and Program Data; Maps, Military Government Bulletins, clippings,
  SHAEF Guide.


  Correspondence, memoranda and reports on resettlement after World War II.

  Correspondence concerning displaced persons from the Soviet Union in occupied
  Germany and Philippoff's efforts to find a position in the U.S.

EAST EUROPEAN FUND/CHEKHOV PRESS, 1951-57

  Confidential.

Box 41:

Philip E. Mosely Papers, 1951-57.
  Photocopies of 30 Board of Trustees meetings and collateral materials reproduced
  from the Mosely Papers, University Archives, University of Illinois at
  Urbana-Champaign.

  Proposal and notes concerning application to the East European Fund by the
  YMCA-Press for a grant for "Russian Literature Program." Includes draft
  (35 pages) of second annual report of East European Fund (1952-53), two
  reports (9 pages, 14 pages) on Research Program on the USSR, and report
  (17 pages) on Chekhov Publishing House.

  Correspondence, operation reports, and publication lists.

East European Fund, Projects and Operations, 1952.
  Correspondence, memoranda, project descriptions, budgets, and minutes of Board
  of Directors meetings (1952).


Box 42:

  Correspondence, memoranda, project descriptions, budgets, and minutes of Board
  of Directors meetings (1952-53); includes financial statement prepared by

EAST EUROPEAN FUND & CHEKHOV PRESS, 1953-79


Donald A. Lowrie, Director, East European Fund, Inc., 1953.
Analysis of Russian Church publications.


East European Fund, Projects and Operations, 1954.
Correspondence, project descriptions, budgets, minutes of Board of Directors meetings, and by-laws of East European Fund for 1954.

Novyi Zhurnal, 1955-60.
Correspondence, memoranda, notes, minutes of Board of Directors meetings, and financial statements pertaining to East European Fund support for YMCA National Board's Chekhov Publishing House and Novyi Zhurnal.

Box 43:

Correspondence and inventories concerning location and disposal of records and correspondence of Chekhov Publishing House.

Copies of two papers by Donald E. Davis, History Department, Illinois State University, entitled, "The East European Fund, 1951-1954" (11 pages) and "Publishing in the Russian Diaspora: The Case of the Chekhov Publishing House, 1951-56" (10 pages, both presented 1977); includes notes (14 pages) by Anderson; correspondence.

TOLSTOY FOUNDATION, 1941-76

Russian Prisoners of War Committee, 1941-43.
Correspondence, notes and memoranda.

Alexis R. Wiren, 1941-1973.

Relief Work for Russian Prisoners of War and Displaced Persons, 1942-46.
Correspondence and memoranda concerning Tolstoy Foundation relief work for captured Russian soldiers and displaced persons.


Tolstoy Foundation, 1948-49.
Tatiana Schaufuss, Alexandra Tolstoy, reports, Bulletin.

Tolstoy Foundation, 1949-50.
Displaced persons, annual reports, Almon Pepper.

Correspondence, notes and statistical data relating to activities.
Russian Displaced Persons, 1950.
Correspondence.

Box 44:

Tolstoy Foundation, 1950-51.
Correspondence, notes, reports and statistical data.

Tolstoy Foundation, 1950-51.
Correspondence, notes, budget and statistical data; Trieste report; Alexandra Tolstoy, Kellerberg Corps, Boris Kowerda.

Correspondence and memoranda concerning aid for the Russian Orthodox Mission and Convents in Jerusalem; includes budgets of Mission, list of members of convents, Tolstoy Foundation budget, and list of Tolstoy Foundation's Board of Directors.

Correspondence, notes, memoranda and statistical data; Tatiana Schaufuss.

Correspondence concerning finances, relief works, and personnel matters.

Russians in Manchuria, 1955.
Correspondence concerning Russians resident in Manchuria; includes memorandum (6 pages) by Margaret Krupenin entitled, "Memorandum of Political Events in Manchuria and their Effect on the Russian Population."

Tolstoy Foundation, 1961-74.
Minutes, notes of meetings, Alexandra Tolstoy.

Publicity and correspondence with Tatiana Schaufuss.

History, Aims and Achievements, 1976-77.

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION, 1943-46

United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, 1943-46.
Correspondence, news-bulletins, notes and newspaper clippings.

ANGLICAN-ORTHODOX DISCUSSIONS, 1927-77

Photo of Orthodox & Anglo-Catholic Conference at St. Albans (Jan 11-15, 1927).

Box 45:

Anglican-Orthodox Relations, 1931-32.
Correspondence with Canon John A. Douglas regarding Metropolitan Sergius (Stragorodsky).

Photo of Anglo-Russian Conference at Quincy, France (Jan 1936).

Anglican & Eastern Churches Association, London, the Reverend R.M. French General Secretary, 1942-44. Correspondence and newsletters.


Waddams, Rev. Herbert M., Church of England Council of Foreign Relations, 1948-55. Correspondence and notes; includes transcript (14 pages) of a discussion between members of the Russian Orthodox Church and the Church of England (July 12, 1955).

Galdau, Rev. F.M., Association of Representatives of the Orthodox Churches in Great Britain, 1949-50, 1953-54. Correspondence.


Discussion of Church of England and Orthodox Church of Russia, 1956.


Box 46:


Joint Anglican-Orthodox Commission, 1964-70.

Inter-Orthodox Theological Commission for Dialogue with the Anglicans, Belgrade, 1966.

AOJDD Members, Interview with Archbishop Vassili (Krivoshein), 1967, 1970.

Anglican-Orthodox Documents, 1968-70.

AOJDD Commission, 1968, 1975, 1977. Reports, minutes, agendas of meetings, correspondence, notes relating to Anglican-Orthodox Joint Doctrinal Discussions at Corpus Christi College,

Anglican Theological Commission for Joint Doctrinal Discussion with the Eastern Orthodox Church, Jerusalem Conference, 1969.


Anglican Theological Commission for Joint Doctrinal Discussion with the Eastern Orthodox Church, 1969-71.


Anglican-Orthodox Documents, 1970-72.

Anglican-Orthodox Joint Commission, 1970-72. List of Orthodox Members.


Anglican-Orthodox Consultation, Steering Committee, 1970-72, 1976.


Box 47:


Analysis of Anglican-Orthodox Relations, 1974. Michael Moore to Anderson; Photo (Joint Doctrinal Commission).

Anglican-Orthodox Joint Doctrinal Discussions (AOJDD), 1975.


Moore, Canon Michael M.H., The Archbishop of Canterbury's Counsellors on Foreign Relations, 1974-76. Letter from Moore, notes, minutes of a meeting of the Joint Steering Committee on AOJDD, and a confidential report by Moore (43 pages) on his trip to Armenia, Syria, Iraq, Iran and India (24 Sept to 31 Oct 1976).

AOJDD, 1976.


AOJDD, 1976-77.

Box 48:
"Foundation Truths of the Christian Religion" (Shanghai, 1914)
"Jesus' Measure of a Christian," Arthur Rugh (1923)
"Victory Over Temptation," "Jesus Christ" and "The Faith of Honest Doubt," Sherwood Eddy (1924)
"Conversations of Jesus," W.W. Lockwood (Shanghai, 1935)
"A Creed to Live By," Walter Gethman (1939)
New Testament in French (London, 1940)
Work of Gregor Palamas in German (Athens, 1956)
Canadian Anglican Book of Common Prayer in French (1959)
"Wir Christen und die Atheisten," Church Brotherhood proceedings (Darmstadt, 1959)
Notes on Christianity & China, Ching Feng (Hong Kong, 1971)
Communist USSR on Chinese foreign policy (Moscow, 1972)


"Christendom" quarterly, 1931-32.
Correspondence.


D.A. Lowrie, Theses condemned by the Vatican, 1938.

History of Religion Chart,-Rand McNally, 1943.

Christian Reconstruction in Europe, London, Russian Orthodox Church, 1948.
Correspondence.


Aleksander Prosvirnin (1947); Visarion Puiu (1949); Orthodox publications (1949-50); J. Benjamin Dakin.


Banglore Conference on Christian Concern for World Peace.


Vatican, Pope Paul VI, 1964.
Articles and clippings.


Box 49:

Newspaper clippings and propaganda.


Australian Council of Churches, May 1975.
Resettlement.

Correspondence & publications relations to human rights and politics.

Faith in the Second World, Albania (German), 1978.

Communism and the Church, 1981-84.
Clippings on church in Russia and America, including items on William Coffin and Jesse Jackson.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND, 1947-75

Newsletters on Orthodox Church in Eastern Europe and the Middle East.

Lambeth, 1947-49.
Herbert Waddams.

Correspondence and minutes of Nov 10, 1949 meeting of the Council's Committee in Reference to the Affairs of the Orthodox Church.

Church of England Delegation to USSR, 1956.

Church of England Delegation to USSR, 1956.
Verbatim Record in Russian.

Church of England Delegation to USSR, 1956.
Verbatim Record in Russian.

Box 50:


Lambeth Conference, 1978
Clippings and releases.

ECUMENICAL, 1925, 1940-82

Episcopal/Orthodox relations, 1862, 1871, 1943, 1977.
Copies of documents and clippings.


Correspondence, memoranda, notes, newspaper clippings, book reviews by Anderson.

Correspondence, official statements, reports and notes.

Orthodox Church and the Ecumenical Movement, 1949-52, 1954.
Correspondence, memoranda, and extracts from work by Leo Zander, entitled Problems of Ecumenism.

Anglican-Orthodox & Intercommunion Today.

Reports, including "A Member of the Russian Church Looks at the Church in India," Nicholas Zernov (10 pages) and "The Russian Church in the Ecumenical Movement" (1962).

Box 51:

Istavridis on Orthodoxy and Anglicanism.

Orthodox Church in Egypt and Greece, 1962.
Notes, memoranda and correspondence; file labelled by Anderson, "Material for Articles, 1962."

Ecumenical, 1904-84
Correspondence and clippings on Episcopal/Orthodox Dialog.


Ecumenical Bulletin (Executive Council of the Episcopal Church), 1975-76.

Ordination of women, 1975-78.
Clippings on effect on ecumenical movement.

Standing Commission on Ecumenical Relations, 1976-77.
Correspondence, memoranda, reports; includes pamphlet (85 pages) entitled "In Quest of a Church of Christ Uniting: A Statement of Emerging Theological Consensus, as commended by the Consultation on Church Union, XIII Plenary Meeting, Bergamo, Dayton, Ohio, November 3-6, 1976."

Correspondence with Peter Day and William Norgren of Episcopal Church,
clippings on Episcopal/Orthodox Dialog, correspondence with Rev. Sergei.

EPISCOPAL CHURCH, 1920, 1929, 1940-80

Central Advisory Council of Training for the Ministry, General Ordination Examination, 1929.

*The Seven Churches in Europe* (1939); 1 page memorandum (21 Oct 1940) and
cover letter to Dean Sturgis Riddle (1 p., 11 Jan 1979); Offprint (1955).

Episcopal Church, Joint Commission on Ecumenical Relations, 1940, 1959.
Includes text of statement by Anderson (4 pages) at the 21 Jan 1959 meeting of
Joint Commission on Ecumenical Relations.

Box 52:

Protestant Episcopal Church, Joint Commission on Assistance to the Eastern Orthodox
Correspondence, memoranda and notes.

Protestant Episcopal Church, Joint Commission on Ecumenical Relations, 1942, 1954,
Correspondence, reports and notes.

List of Gift Subscriptions.

Episcopal Church, Joint Commission on Assistance to the Eastern Orthodox Churches, 1953-55.
Correspondence concerning an Episcopalian grant to help the construction of a
cathedral in Washington, D.C., for the Russian Orthodox Church of North America. Includes brochure (4 pages) of Russian Orthodox Church of North America on the proposed church.

Protestant Episcopal Church, Joint Commission on Cooperation with the Eastern
Orthodox Churches, 1956-62.
Correspondence and notes.

Episcopal Church, Joint Commission on Cooperation with the Eastern Churches, Jan-Feb 1959.


General Convention of Episcopal Church, 1969.

Bishop Hine's 1972 visit to Moscow, 1971-72.
Correspondence and report.

Episcopal Church, Joint Commission on Ecumenical Relations, Religious Repression in the USSR, 1975-76.
Reports, correspondence, article on Andrei Sakharov from *L'Express*, 15-21 (Dec 1975).

Bishop Allin's 1975 visit to Moscow, 1974-77.
Correspondence regarding arrangements.

Episcopal Church, USA, 1976-77, 1980.
Copy of a letter from Peter Day to the Lord Bishop of St. Albans, copies of minutes from a meeting, a paper entitled "A Study of Freedom of Religion and Rights of Believers in the Soviet Union" (6 pp), and a photograph of a chapel in Alaska.

Episcopal Church, Resource Center, 1978.
Subscriptions.

Issue of 20 Sep 1979 (8 pages).

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST IN AMERICA, 1942-47

Articles, reports, addresses, and conversations concerning the Soviet Union's role in post-war reconstruction; includes article (12 pp) by Anderson, report (10 pp) by N.S. Timasheff, minutes (7 pp) of a discussion featuring William Henry Chamberlin, and notes (19 pp) of discussion by Russian Group on 11 April 1944.

Box 53:

Conference on Religious Research, 1943-44.
Federal Council of Churches of Christ.

Admission of Greek Orthodox Church, 1943-44.
Correspondence.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES OF CHRIST, 1949-82

Reports (1968).


Clippings and articles; Anderson article in *Christian Century* (4/18/56); New York newspaper clippings.


**Box 54:**


National Council of Churches, Staff Committee on Study and Strategy with Respect to Communism, 1961-62. Minutes, agenda, annotated bibliography; includes pamphlet (24 pp) by Herman F. Reissig, "How to Combat Communism" (Dec 1961).


National Council of Churches Orthodox Project, 1963-68.


National Council of Churches - Correspondence with Hendelson, Funk & Wagnals, 1968-72.


Briefings for exchange.


Box 55:

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, MOSCOW CHAPLAINCY, 1953-84

Preparation for Moscow Chaplaincy, 1953-61.

Moscow Chaplaincy, 1960, 1979-82.

Moscow Chaplaincy, 1964-75.


Moscow Chaplaincy, 1973-74.
P.B. Anderson was Secretary of the Committee of the NCCC.

Moscow Chaplaincy, 1973-74.


Moscow Chaplaincy, 1974.

Moscow Chaplaincy, 1977-84.

RELIGION IN COMMUNIST DOMINATED AREAS (RCDA), 1931-67.

Christianity and Communism, 1931-33, 1948-49.
Correspondence, memoranda and newspaper articles on the problem of Christianity in Communist-ruled lands; includes letters from Anderson to E.T. Colton (7 pages) and Sherwood Eddy (6 pages) commenting on their manuscripts and a memorandum (3 pages) by Anderson entitled "The Experience of the YMCA in Communist Dominated Countries."

Soviet Antireligious Papers, 1935-64.
Translations and transcriptions.

Box 56:


Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)
Church in Communist Society by M. Spinka (1954)
Churches under Communist Governments (1954)
Threat of Communism (1960)
Protestantism in Eastern Middle Europe (1963)
Communist Parties (1969)
Eastern Europe (1978)
YMCA in Communist Dominated Countries, 1948-51.
   China (1948-51), Poland (1949), Czechoslovakia (1949-50), Rumania (1949), USSR (1949-50).

   Clippings, newsletters, translations of material from the Communist press.


*Religion in Communist Dominated Areas,* Translation Service from Original Sources
   Newsletter service Series 10-13, 214-24, 25-29, April-May 1964


RCDA, 1964-71.
   Correspondence.

RCDA, 1964-75.
   Materials.

**Box 57:**

**RCDA, 1967-68.**
   Materials.

RCDA, 1966-81.
   Correspondence and articles on religion and human rights in Communist countries; includes copy of letter (3 pages) sent to President Carter on 1 Feb 1977, by the Research Center for Religion & Human Rights in Closed Societies.

   Vol.6, Nos.1-11, 13-24 & Index.

RCDA, Advisory Committee, 1967-72.
   Budgets, materials.


   Letters and receipts of purchases of Soviet books by Anderson.

**RCDA, P.B. Anderson, Editor, 1969-71.**
   Vol. 8, Nos. 1-2, 5-24 (1969)
   Vol. 9, Nos. 5-10, 17-24 (1970)
   Vol.10, Nos. 3-18 (1971)

   Newsletters, newspaper clippings; copies of petitions from the Soviet Union; Correspondence.

**Box 58:**

International Symposium on Religion and Atheism in Communist Societies, Carleton
University, Ottawa, Canada, March 31 - April 4, 1971.


RELIGION IN COMMUNIST-DOMINATED AREAS, 1973-82


Christian-Marxist Encounters, 1974-79.

Correspondence and articles concerning the influence of Communism on Christian communities.

RCDA, 1974-79.
Periodical on information in Communist attitudes toward religious freedom and human rights.
Vol. 15, Nos. 7-12, 1 (1976)
Vol. 16, Nos. 10-12 (1977)
Vol. 17, Nos. 7-9 (1978)
Vol. 18, Nos. 10-12, 1 (1979)

RCDA, P.B. Anderson, Editor Emeritus, 1976-77.

RCDA, 1976-82.
Correspondence; Vol. 15, Nos. 7-9 (1976); Vol. 20, Nos. 1-3 (1981).

Blahoslav Hruby.

RCDA, 1978-81.

Press releases, letters.

RCDA, P.B. Anderson, Editor Emeritus, 1980-82.
Vol. 19, Nos. 1-12, 1 (1980)
Vol. 20, Nos. 1-6, 10-12 (1981)
Vol. 21, Nos. 1-3 (1982)

Box 59:

ORTHODOX & CATHOLIC CHURCH PUBLICATIONS, 1888-1980

Russian Bible Society, 1813-21.
Records examined by Anderson.

Explanation of the Sacraments (St. Petersburg, 1888)
Artokefaliya Tserkvi (Tiflis, 1905)
Russian New Testament (New York, 1920)
Ecumenical Pamphlet by H.K. (Paris, 1926)
New Testament (Belgrade, 1928)
The Divine Liturgy of Saint John Chrysostom (New York, 1934)
A Brief Form of Corporate Prayer from Eastern Sources (London, 1934)
Gonenie (Belgrade, 1937)
Russian Orthodox Prayer Book (New York, 1942)
The Divine Liturgy of Saint John Chrysostom (New York, 1943)
Russian Orthodox Prayer Book (New York, 1943)
Russian-English St. Luke (New York, 1944)
New Testament Psalms (New York, 1944)
Quelques mots sur l’Orthodoxie (Paris, 1944)

Calendrier, Année Liturgique, Collection Orthodoxe (Paris, 1945)
La Liturgie Orthodoxe de Rite Occidental (Paris, 1948)
Orthodox Prayer Book (Minneapolis, 1949)
The Missal for use of Orthodox (Mount Vernon, 1952)
Shorter Book of Prayers (Moscow, 1955)
The Sermon on the Mount (New York, 1956)
A Pocket Prayer Book for Orthodox Christians (Brooklyn, 1956)
Shorter Orthodox Prayer Book (Moscow, 1956)
"Théocratie ou Césaropapisme" (Paris, 1958)
The Order of Service for Easter Matins (New York, 1961)
Devotions (Paris, 1962)
Pravoslavie v. America (New York, 1963)

Russian Orthodox Publications, 1965-72
The Passion of Christ, Veselin Kesich (Tuckahoe, 1965)
La Pensée Orthodoxe 1:12 (Paris, 1966)
Orthodox Prayer Book (Moscow, 1970)
Pravoslaven Calendar (1971)
Handbook of American Orthodoxy (1972)
To Remember in Prayer for the Departed
Russian Prayer Book (Germany)
Meditations on the Divine Liturgy, Nikolai Gogol
Guidebook for an Orthodox Christian (YMCA-Press, Paris)
Orthodox Liturgy (YMCA-Press, Paris)
7 pamphlets in Russian

Box 60:

Orthodox, Armenian, Georgian, Romanian and Slavonic Publications, 1922, 1940, 1949,
The Autocephaly of the Orthodox Church of Georgia (1922)
"Eastern Orthodox Churches" (U.S. Census Bureau, 1940)
"Die Orthodoxekirche des Ostens" (Kirkliches Jahrbuch, 1949)
Annuaire des Églises, Associations et Institutions Orthodoxes (CIMADE, 1960)
Qu'Est-ce Que L'Église Orthodoxe (Paris, 1961)
Matendaran (Armenian Book Depository, ca. 1960)
L'Église Orthodoxe Roumaine (Bucharest, 1962)
Armenian Church Directory, western Diocese (1965)
Akafist Devotions in Slavonic (1972)
Calendar Armenian Church of America (1980)
Die Apostelin Nino (Germany, 1981)
Museum of Georgia, postcards of art objects
Belief of Orthodox Christians (Romanian Orthodox)
Liturgy in Church Slavonic
RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH, 1916-49

Sacrament of Holy Baptism (London, 1928)
The Sacrament of Holy Matrimony (London, 1929)
The Divine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom (London, 1930)
Greek Orthodox Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom (1942)
The Vitality of the Greek Language...Today, Cecil Whitman (Belmont, 1954)
The Divine Service of St. John Chrysostom (Paris, 1955)
Repentance, Seraphim Papacostas (Athens, 1958)
Prayerbook & Hymnology (1962)
Sovereign Greek Order of St. Dennis of Zante: Activities of 1963 (1964)
What is the Orthodox Church?, Rev. Dean Timothy Andrews (1964)
The Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople in Light of the Treaty of Lausanne, Thanassis Aghnides (1964)
Prayers for Orthodox Christians
Annunciation Greek Orthodox Church (Milwaukee)
The Greek Orthodox Faith, Archbishop Michael
The Sacrament of Chrismation, Bishop of Olympus Demetrios
The Akathist Hymn

Box 61:

The Catholic School Book (Halifax, 1826)
Paroissien Romain Très-Complet (Tours, 1873)
Album of St. Mary of the Angels, Umbria, Italy (Terni, 1913)
The Simple Missal (London, 1925)
Child's Daily Missal, Gaspar Lefebvre & Elisabeth van Elewyck (London, 1929)
Meet the Catholic Church, Michael X. Fassrand (New York, 1935)
Confiance en la divine providence (Paris, 1940)
Prières pour les Prisonniers (Paris, ca. 1942)
Daily Missal of the Mystical Body (Mary Knoll, New York, 1957)
The Mass on the Day of Burial (St. Paul, 1965)
When Roman Catholics Read the Bible, Richard Ginder
Order of Agape & Reconciliation (Oakhurst, 1974)

Articles, an obituary of Claud O. Nelson written by Anderson, and photocopies of YMCA reports and correspondence from Siberia.

Statutes for Orthodox Parish, April 1918.

"British Aid to Russian Churchmen", by Donald E. Davis, 1919-39.

Orthodox Church (Religion) in Latvia, 1920-40.
Edited by A. Kadikis. (History of RSCM and YMCA included).

YMCA and the Russian Orthodox Church, Basic Policies, 1922-23, 1925-28, 1954.
Correspondence, memoranda, notes and address (11 pages) entitled "Growing in Understanding of Orthodoxy," probably delivered by Anderson in Pittsburgh in 1954.

Russian Synod Abroad, 1924-27.
V. V. Senkovsky, N. Zernoff, E.T. Colton.


Hollinger Letter to E.F. Colton about Ecumenical Patriarch Constantine II on the Russian Synod, 1925.

Russian Church Fund, 1926-28.


Rubrics for Orthodox Service, 1927.


**Box 62:**

Fourth Report on the Fund to Strengthen and Enrich the Russian Orthodox Church, March 1928.

Russian Church Fund, 1928.

Orthodox Church in Europe; Ecumenical Movement, 1927-28, 1933-61.

Clippings, News Sheet of Russian Orthodox Theological Institute of Paris (1927-28), P.B. Anderson note on Orthodox Churches in Europe (1942).

**Russian Church Aid Fund, 1928.**

Russian Orthodox Church, 1928, 1931, 1977, 1980.

Armenian Church.

Mott Conference on YMCA Relations with Orthodox Churches, 1928-33.


P.B. Anderson Translation of "St. Sergius" by Zaitzeff (unpublished), ca. 1930.

YMCA & Orthodox at Toronto Centennial, 1931.


J.A. Douglas.

Jeunesses Orthodoxes, 1932.

Russian Church Aid Fund, 1932-33.

Aid to Orthodox Churches in Russia, 1932-34, 1942-43.


Russian Headquarters, Russian Clergy and Church Aid Fund, 1935-36.

Russian Headquarters, Russian Clergy and Church Aid Fund, 1935-36.
Russian Church Assistance Fund, 1941, 1943-44. 
Correspondence, notes, and statement of purpose.

Eastern Orthodox Church, 1941-59.

*Orthodox Church Bulletin*, 1942-44.
Nos. 13-14, 21, 24; containing wartime news of Greek, Russian and other orthodox churches; published in London.

Orthodox Church in Eastern Europe, 1942, 1948, 1951-53.
Newspaper articles and extracts, 19 page note entitled "Materials for the Study of the E.O. Church in Eastern Europe after the Revolution of 1918."

Rare Editions.

**Box 63:**

Russian Orthodox Church in U.S., 1943-44, 1947-50.

Preparing Prayer Book for Orthodox Christians, 1944.

Russian Orthodox Church, Diocesan Assembly, Paris, October 1946.
Minutes.

Russian Church Life, 1946.
Zander's Bulletin and newspaper columns; Bolshakoff Bulletins #41, 42.

Pamphlets and Journals.; ROC Regulations from Moscow (1/31/45); St. Sophia in Los Angeles (1958); "Faith of Our Fathers," Eastern Orthodox Church (1958); Athenagoras I (1966); Ecumenical Doxology (1979).

Ryabushinskii (1962); Zenkovskii (1962); Metropolitan Evlogius (1946); Zander (1964); Bensin (1980).


Proposed Pan Orthodox Review, 1947-49.


Church & Theological Conference, Moscow, 1948.
"Ecumenical Movement & Russian Orthodox Church," Gregory Razumovsky (99 pp).

Pan Orthodox Review, 1948-49.


**Box 64:**

Correspondence, reports, budget statements, and notes.

RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH, 1949 - 71
Papal Constitution on Holy Orders; Russian Orthodox from and in Belgium, Poland, Rumania and Yugoslavia.

*Journal of the Moscow Patriarchate*, 1949.

*Journal of the Moscow Patriarchate*, Nos.5 & 11 (translation), 1949.

Chronicle of Orthodox Church in Western Europe, 1950-59.
Nos. 3, 7, 9; Comments by Shevitch (1959).


Moscow Pan-Orthodox Conference (1948), 1951-52.

Requests regarding Church in Russia.

*Major Portions of the Proceedings of the Conference of Heads and Representatives of Autocephalous Orthodox Churches in Connection with the Celebration of 500 Years of Autocephalacity of the Russian Orthodox Church, Held in Moscow, July 1948*, Edited by P.B. Anderson, 1952.

Book reviews.

YMCA Armed Services Department, "Prayer Book for Eastern Orthodox Christians," 1952.
Correspondence and memoranda.


Russian Orthodox Church, 1952, 1962.

"Brief Memorandum on the Activities and the Material Situation of the Russian Orthodox Clergy in Western Europe," 1953.
9 page memorandum in French (9 March 1953), English translation and cover letter from Robbins Strong.


Gelsinger, Michael G.H., Orthodox Catholic Ritual and Prayer, 1954.
Outline of a new Orthodox Prayer and Service Book by Michael G.H.Gelsinger and Albert George Fodell.

Court Decision on Saint Nicholas Cathedral, NY, 1957-60.

Anderson, Paul B., Correspondence with Eastern Orthodox Church Officials, 1957-61, 1969-70.

Reports, memoranda, correspondence, notes; includes "A Journey of Exploration," an 11 page report on trip to Eastern Europe by Peter Day and Anderson, (July 26 - August 26, 1967); "The Ecumenical Movement and the Russian Orthodox Church (8 pages, February 1963) by Anderson.


Box 65:

Orthodox Student Organizations at American Colleges and Universities, 1960.
Correspondence, notes and memoranda.
Inquiry re Orthodox Church Sources, 1960-61.
Ivan M. Czap.

Orthodox-Protestant Relations in the United States, 1960-61.
Correspondence and notes; includes "Notes on the Orthodox-Protestant Consultation, October 5 and 6, 1960, at Seabury House, Greenwich, Conn." (13 pages).

Study of Orthodoxy and the YMCA, 1961-64.
Ivan M. Czap, Russian Orthodox Church in U.S.A., 1961-70.


USSR, Georgia and Armenia, Orthodox Church, 1962, 1975-78.
Correspondence and articles concerning the position of the Orthodox Churches of the Georgian S.S.R. and the Armenian S.S.R.; includes 23 page article by Zviad Gamsakhurdia, 3 pages of notes on a visit to Armenia (August 1976), 30 page memorandum by Sir John Lawrence on his 1976 trip to the U.S.S.R.

Orthodox Churches, 1963.


Middle East Newsletter.

Alexii, Patriarch of Russia, Visit to London, September-December, 1964.

Documents, Yakunin, Eshliman (Moscow Priests), 1965-66.

Relationship to Patriarch of Constantinople, 1965-66.
Correspondence and Clippings.

Notes, correspondence and memoranda.

Box 66:

Photographs of Russian Religious Art, Icons.

Russian Orthodox Church, 1965-80.
Miscellaneous clippings.
Russian Icons and Pictures, ca. 1965-75.

Syndesmos - World organization of orthodox youth movements, 1965-68.
Correspondence.

Correspondence and clippings.

Leningrad Theological Academy, 1966.
List of Theses; Spiller et al. memo to Nikodim.

Bad Church Situation in Kirov, June 1966.
Open Letter to Patriarch Alexis.

Easter and Christmas Greetings from Orthodox, 1966-68.

Russian Orthodox Church, Australia, 1966, 1978-82.

Eastern Orthodox in Australia, 1966-77.

Church of the Brethren Russian Orthodox Church Exchange, 1967.
Correspondence, notes, agenda, joint communique.

The Armenian Church, 1967.
Selections from Chairman Mao, 1967.

Syrian Orthodox Church, South India, 1969, 1970.
Letter to Paul Verghese, news release.

Photographs, Nikodim's Visit to American Bible Society, 1969.

*The Individual and His Orthodox Church*, Nicon D. Patrinacos, 1970.

Autocephaly in the Eastern Orthodox Church, 1970.
Correspondence, notes and reports by Anderson, "Autocephaly - An Analysis for the Non-Orthodox" (12 pages) and "The Bearing of Autocephaly on Interchurch Relations" (7 pages).

Furov report on Religious Affairs - sections translated by Anderson.


**Box 67:**


Election of Patriarch Pimen, 1971.
Correspondence and notes.

**RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH, 1972 - 81**

Autocephalous and Autonomous Orthodox Churches in Communion with the Ecumenical Patriarchate, March 1972.
List and selected bibliography.
The Moscow Patriarchate, 1972, 1983.
Correspondence and Furov Report.

Photographs, Bishop Hines in Russia, 1972.

Romanian Orthodox Episcopate in America, 1972.
"Twenty Years in Pictorial Review, 1952-1972."


Russian Ecclesiastical Mission in Jerusalem (2 folders), 1974-79.
Correspondence, memos, clippings, legal opinions.
Archimandrite Anthony, religious persecution.

Orthodox Church in America, 1972, 1977-79.
Clippings, releases and correspondence.


The Orthodox Educator (Fall 1981).

Russian Orthodox Church, 1979-82.
Clippings.

Orthodox Church in America, 1985.
Clippings and publications.

RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH, THEOLOGICAL SEMINARIES, 1925-83

Russian Orthodox Church Theological Training, 1925.

St. Sergius Institute, 1925.
3 year Budget Draft.

The Russian Refugee Church and Student Movement (1926).

Includes Boston Transcript article (21 January 1928).


St. Alban & St. Sergius Fellowship Journal, 1928.

Box 68:

Russian Orthodox Theological Academy, Paris, 1928-29.
Photographs.

St. Sergius Theological Academy, Choir Program, ca. 1929.

St. Sergius Theological Institute, Paris, 1930, 1936.
**Russian Theological Academy Fund, 1931-32, 1936.**

**Russian Theological Academy Fund, 1931-32, 1936.**

Russian Orthodox Academy, 1931-34.
Financial Statements.

Russian Theological Academy Fund, Belknap, Tudor Pole, 1932-36.
St. Alban & St. Sergius Fellowship, Anglo-Russian Students' Conferences

Organization Meeting of the Russian Theological Academy Fund, Joint Commission on Assistance to the Russian Church, 1934, 1958.

Diary of Peter E. Kovalevsky (cyrillic).

Russian Orthodox Theological Seminary, Paris, 1936.
Theological Academy Fund, Bakhmeteff Contributions, 1943-44.

Letters to Geneva World Council of Churches.

Correspondence, memoranda, notes, leaflets, photographs, and newspaper articles.

Correspondence, notes and memorandum concerning financial grant for the St. Sergius and St. Denis Theological Institutes; includes 7 page memorandum on history and program of study of the Institute.

Correspondence, photograph and memoranda.

St. Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Seminary, New York City, 1949-62.
Aid.

Finances; Donald Lowrie correspondence (1951); budget (1956).

St. Sergius Theological Institute, 1955.
John Satterthwaite letter on Orthodox Church; E. R. Hardy report on St. Sergius Theological Institute.

Rev. Alexander Schmemann.

Orthodox Theological Institute, 1958.


**Box 69:**

St. Sergius Theological Institute, 1963-67.
Including typescript "Current Situation in the Orthodox Church in North America" by P.B. Anderson (4 pages).
World Council of Churches


St. Sergius Theological Institute, 1970-74.
Correspondence.

St. Vladimir's Theological Seminary, Crestwood, New York, 1972-73.
Correspondence and newsletters.

St. Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Seminary, Tuckahoe, New York, 1975-76, 1979-84.
Letter to Anderson from the Seminary's librarian, listing of books sent, general correspondence and promotional materials.

St. Sergius Seminary, 1977-84.
Correspondence and reports.

St. Sergius High School, New York City.
Brochures.


RUSSIAN STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT (RSCM), 1920 - 31

Berlin rooms (1920); Countess Tolstoy and girls at Center; Prague Conference (1925); Argonne Conference (1928), Paris (1930); World's Student Christian Federation General Conference Chamcoria, Bulgaria (1934).


RSCM, 1922-32.

YMCA - RSCM, 1924-27, 1931-33.
Correspondence.
Russian Superior Technical Institute.
Les Éditeurs Réunis.
RSCM: Critic articles.

RSCM, YMCA, WSCF (World's Student Christian Federation), 1924-30.

Box 70:


RSCM, Historical Documents, Berlin, Prague, and Paris, 1925.

RSCM & YMCA, 1925.

RSCM, 1926-27, 1932.
Correspondence, 10 page article by Nicholas Zernoff entitled, "Some Thoughts
Regarding the Last Conference of the YMCA, "Report of the Religious Educational Worker in Paris" (6 pages), and two brochures.

RSCM, 1926-32.

Correspondence.
Russian Work Headquarters, YMCA Press, Russian Correspondence School etc.

Russian Bishops Council, Karlovtsy, 1927, 1933.
Regarding YMCA and RSCM.

RSCM & YMCA, 1927-57.

RSCM, 1927, 1933-36.

RSCM, France, 22 May 1928.
Budget for 1928.

RSCM, 1930.
Photobooklet.

RSCM, 1931.
5th Anglo-Russian Students' Conference.

RUSSIAN STUDENT CHRISTIAN MOVEMENT, 1932 - 83

RSCM Headquarters, 1932-33.
Minutes, "round letters", sermons.

RSCM, 1932-33.
Minutes and Program Papers.

General Assembly of RSCM, 1933-35.

RSCM, France, 1937-40.
Correspondence, notes, memoranda, minutes, budgets, financial statements.


Box 71:

RSCM, 1948.
Photograph of conference.

RSCM Leaders, Nikitin & Zenkovsky, 1948; Dolgopoloff on Russian refugees in France, 1948.

RSCM, France, 1949.
Viestnik.

Numbers 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11 and 13 from April 1950 to June-July 1931, in Russian.

RSCM, Vassily Zenkovsky, 1953-57.
Correspondence; includes copy of a 9 page speech given by Zenkovsky in New York City (25 September 1953) entitled "The Problem of Christian Culture in the Modern World."

Russian Student Christian Movement.

Including typescript "The Case of the Rusian Work" (7 p., 1955).


RSCM Aid to Believers, 1968-69, 1972-77.


RSCM - YMCA relations, 1978-80.
Documents (4 folders).

RSCM, 1979, 1983.
Correspondence, 1983.

_Informatsionnyi Biulleten, RSCM, 1980._
Numbers 1-2.

WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, 1948 - 77

Correspondence and newspaper clippings.

L.A. Zander on Ecumenism (1948).

World Council of Churches, 1951-52.
Correspondence with W.A. Visser 't Hooft on the Orthodox Church in the Middle East & Ecumenical Matters.

Correspondence and drafts of chapters; includes, "The Eastern Churches and the Ecumenical Movement (1910-1948)," by Nicholas Zernov (37 pages); "Some Conclusions on the Subject of the Foreign Policy of the Moscow Patriarchate, 1939-1953," by Wassilij Alexeev (19 pages); "The Orthodox Churches and the Ecumenical Movement (Prior to 1910)," by George Florovsky (43 pages); "Background Information" (January 1953, 24 pages).


Box 72:

Correspondence and reports.
Correspondence of Anderson with the Most Reverend James, Metropolitan of Melita, the Reverend J.T.L. James of Port Arthur, Ontario, and Metropolitan James of Philadelphia (Istanbul, Turkey); includes 24 page pamphlet by Metropolitan James of Philadelphia entitled "To Oikoymenikon Patriarkheion."

World Council of Churches, 1961-63.
Constitution, list of Member Churches, correspondence.

World Council of Churches re Orthodox Churches & Church Matters, 1961-71.
Ecumenical Foundation.

World Council of Churches.
Correspondence regarding visa for A. Grigorian, 1964.

Migration Studies, articles and reports.


Clippings and Potter message.

WORLD'S STUDENT CHRISTIAN FEDERATION (WSCF), 1921, 1924-25, 1931-35, 1942-46, 1959

World's Student Christian Federation, ca.1920.

Coordination Committee of WSCF, YWCA and YMCA, 1924-25.
Minutes of meeting (31 December 1924) and correspondence.

Coordination of WSCF, YWCA, YMCA Work, 1925.
For students in Baltic & Russian emigré groups.

1935 Bulgaria Meeting minutes; correspondence with Klepinin and Bishop of Fulham.

WSCF, Toronto Office, 1942-44.
Correspondence and notes.

World Student Service Fund, 1944, 1946.
Correspondence, reports, leaflets.

WSCF, 1983.
News releases.

BELGIUM, 1843
"Les Pourquoi et les Parce Que," 1843.
By D. Levy (Brussels, 1843), Popular Science.

BULGARIA, 1923 - 72

Harvey G. Smith.

Bulgarian Orthodox, 1944, 1965-72.
Ukrainian Baptist Church in Canada.

Correspondence.

Bulgarian Orthodox Church, 1966-72.


Diary Transcription, 1913-1914, 1916
CHINA, 1913 - 80

P.B. Anderson, Field Reports from China, 1913-17.

Box 73:

China, 1913-19.
Correspondence, photographs & field notes.

Anderson becomes corporal in American Company, Shanghai, 1915.
Warrant (photocopy).

Photographs, YMCA Student Conference, Soochow, China; National Committee YMCA of China Shanghai Office Staff, 1915-16.

China, Manchuria, Harbin Russian Work, 1926-28, 1931-36.
YMCA Work of Howard L. Haag in Harbin; School for the Russian community.

Talks on China by Mr. & Mrs. B.W. Smith (105 pages), ca.1936.
Also, Christmas Card from the Meads, Yenching.

United China Relief, Inc., 1943.
Third annual report.

Extracts and clippings from newspaper articles, correspondence, and China Bulletin of the Far Eastern Joint Office (3 November 1952).

Foreign Missions Conference of North America, China Committee, 1948-49.
Correspondence, notes, memoranda, reports and newspaper clippings pertaining to the prospects for religious work in China after the Communist victory; includes 18 page report of the China Committee of the Foreign Missions' Conference, 2 pages of notes of a speech by Tung Pi Wu, Chairman of the North China People's Government, and a 9 page memorandum by Anderson entitled "The Nature and Objective of the Communist Party as It Affects the YMCA."

Tien Feng, YMCA work in cities.


China & USSR relations, 1962-72.

Box 74:


*China Notes*, (NCC), 1980-82.

3 issues.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 1921 - 23, 1938 - 43, 1963 - 73

Czechoslovakia, 1921-23, 1931, 1935, 1938-39. Correspondence, notes, reports; includes copy of *Amtliches Nachrichtenblatt*, issued by Der Reichskommissar für die Sudetendeutsche Gebiete, Stillhaltekommissar für Organisationen, no.10 (11 March 1939, 31 pages); Church Liturgy (1931).


ETHIOPIA, 1939, 1964 - 75

Ethiopia, Coptic Church, 1939. Newspaper article and undated list of notable persons visited by unidentified author.

Church in Ethiopia, by Paul Verghese, 1964.


Ethiopian Pamphlets, 1969, 1972. Ethiopian Orthodox Church (1969); EOC Development Committee (1972); Airlines (1972).

FRANCE, 1940 - 46, 1972 - 78


*À Paris Sous La Botte Des Nazis*, 1944.

YMCA of France, 1946.
Correspondence.

Correspondence, publicity, periodical *Tribune*, 4 issues (Juin 1985; Juin & Novembre, 1986; and Mars 1987).

Box 75:


ACER, 1979-81.
Correspondence, publicity.


France, 1977-78.
French Embassy newsletters.

GERMANY, 1945 - 46, 1955

Religion in Occupied Germany, 1945-46.
Correspondence and reports.

Anderson Visit to West Germany, 1955.
Notes by Anderson.

GREECE, 1933 - 76

YMCA & Orthodox in Greece, 1933-64.
David Creighton.

Greek YMCA, 1940-45.
Frank V. Slack, plans & relief; David Creighton, Herbert V. Lansdale.

Greece, 1942, 1944-45.
Alex Minotis Account (1942), Harold Lansdale report (1945).

Greek Diplomat (A.A. Pallis) on "Racial Antagonisms in the Balkans," 1945-47.
Macedonia and Greece.

Alivisatos, Dr. Hamilcar S., Athens, 1949-55, 1957.
Correspondence; includes "Statement of Administration of Aid from Foreign Churches to the Church of Greece from 1st May 1952 to 30th April 1953," Professor Hamilcar S. Alivisatos, General Secretary of the Inter-Church Aid and Foreign Relations Committee of the Holy Synod of the Church of Greece (30 pages) delivered on 30 April 1952, printed in 1954.


Greek Student Christian Association, Ecumenical Symposium, 1951.

David Creighton Correspondence.

Greek Orthodox Church, 1962, 1976-79.
Correspondence with Bishop Athenagoras, 1962.
Clippings, 1976-79.

Greece, 1962-64.
Ancient Greece; YMCA in Athens; 1962 Orthodox Church Service to Refugees in Greece (1963-64).


Church-Related Service Projects in Greece.

HUNGARY, 1967

ITALY, 1944-47, 1954

YMCA, Rome, 1944.
Resumption of work, reconstruction.

Italy, 1946-47.
Claud D. Nelson Correspondence.

Correspondence between Anderson and Smith concerning YMCA affairs in Rome, Italy, and concerning the Roman Catholic Church's attitude towards other Christian churches.

JAPAN, 1935

Japan, 1935.
E.G. Phelps, Soichi Saito, Metropolitan Sergius.

KOREA, 1966, 1975


Box 76:

NEAR EAST, 1947 - 78

Mideast Orthodox and Maronite, 1950, 1953.


Coptic Church (1955).

Correspondence between Anderson and Metropolitan James of Philadelphia concerning books for the library of the Theological School at Halki.
Legal claims of Russian Synod in Jordan (1964); Israeli resettlement of Palestine (1968); Holy places in Palestine (1969); Christianity in Ancient & Medieval Iran (1969).

Notes by Country, Israel, 1968-75.

Notes by Country, Middle East, 1972-78.
Includes "The Star of the East" on Syrian Church in India (April, 1975).

Assyrian Church of the East, Historical, 1977.

POLAND, 1938 - 44, 1967 - 76

Poland and Oppression of Orthodox Church, 1938.
Newspapers "Slovo" (Warszawa), August, September, November 1938; "Dilo" (Lviv), August 23, 1938; "Svoboda" (Lviv), July 31, 1938.

YMCA of Poland, Work in Unoccupied France, 1942-43.
9 page report by Paul Super; includes 8 page leaflet by the American Polish National Council: An appeal to President Franklin Delano Roosevelt and a Protest to the Whole Civilized World Against the Persecution of Polish Children by the Barbarian Nazis.

The Polish Review, New York, August 9, 1944.

Articles by P.B. Anderson and A. Bohdanowicz on the Polish Tatars (1944) and Golden Horde of Poland and Lithuania (1955); NY Times clippings (1967-75).

Photograph with board members and secretaries of Polish YMCA, 1947.

Polish YMCA Work, ca. 1955.
Pages 26 - 70 of typed draft on Polish YMCA work (ca.1919-33).

Polish National Catholic Church, 1976.


RUMANIA, 1940 1950-53, 1961-78

Brown, James W., Bucharest, Rumania, 1940-41.
Copies of correspondence with Frank V. Slack.

Rumanian Catholic Monitor, July-August 1964.

Typescript "Communistic Attempts to Gain Control over American Church Organizations: The Facts behind the Romanian Orthodox Missionary Episcopate in America" (34 pp.).
The First Annual Report of the Iulia Maniu American-Rumanian Relief
Foundation, Inc., dated August 12, 1953.


Bucharest Visit (1967), Rumanian Orthodox Churches in Ohio, Indiana and
Michigan (1962, 1966), newspaper clippings.
The Romanian Orthodox Episcopate of America, 1962, N 7. May.

Newspaper clippings.
Clippings and correspondence - accused of war crimes.

Rumanian Orthodox Church, 1978.
Correspondence with Rev. F. Galdan.
Typescript "The Interest of the Moscow Patriarchate in the Romanian Church" by
P.B. Anderson (October 4, 1978) (2 pages)


Turkey, YMCA (Russuan Mayak in Constantinople (Istanbul)) Photographs, ca. 1920.

Russian Orthodox Church in Istanbul.

Telegrams, memoranda, and press accounts of riots in Istanbul (September 1955);
includes 2 page letter in Greek from the Archbishop Michael of the Greek
Archdiocese of North and South America (23 September 1955).

Newspaper clipping.

Notes by Country, Turkey, 1972.
Newspaper clipping.


Box 77:

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, 1917 - 27

Articles by Jerome Davis, Emma Ponaifidine et al regarding Russian Revolution,
1917-19.
Articles by Jerome Davis "Cooperating with the Comissars: Can We Help the
Russian People Under the Bolshevik?" (published in "The Survey",
February 8, 1919, Vol. 41, N 19, p. 655-657), Emma Ponaifidine
"Bolshevik Rule in the Country" (Letters, January 28 / February 10 - June
Documents "The Russian Land Law (September, 1918)", "The Affair of the
Russian Rubles".
Articles "City Life Under the Bolsheviks" (Letters Noveber 9-24, 1917)

Leaflets.


Louis Penningroth, (1932) - POW Release, 1919
Article "Louis Penningroth of Tipton Tells How He Risked Death to Rescue Seven American Prisoners in Russia" (*The Sunday Gazette* (Cedar Rapids, Iowa), January 17, 1932. pp. 1, 3).


R.M. Story, Russian Report and Biographical, 1919.

**Box 78:**

Russia, 1917.
Excerpts from Diary of Orrin Wightman, M.D. (printed 1928) with contacts with YMCA in Moscow during Russian Revolution.

YMCA Files Photocopies relating to Russian Work (6 folders), 1917-23.
USSR Soviet Russia, 1917-19.
Including papers from E.T. Colton collection.
Reports probably written by John R. Mott on his visit in Russia in 1909 (April 12 and May 7, 1909) (6 pages).

**Box 79:**

Russia, 1917-19, 1923-24, 1931.
Newspaper articles and speeches; extracts and translations of articles and speeches that appeared in Soviet press; all but two items are in English.
Chronology of Russian Revolution.
Including typescript "Hateful to the Bourgeois, Dearly Beloved by the Proletariat" (63 pp.), article "Louis Penningroth of Tipton Tells How He Risked Death to Rescue Seven American Prisoners in Russia" (*The Sunday Gazette* (Cedar Rapids, Iowa), January 17, 1932. pp. 1, 3), [Russian YMCA] News Letter, June 10/23, 1917 (2 pages) et al.
Newspaper clippings.

Russia, Couriss Memoirs, October 1918.
21 page memoirs by Mrs. Couriss entitled "Days of Terror in Tsarskoe Selo;" author identified as mother of L. Couriss, by P.B. Anderson.

Articles by Donald E. Davis.
"Americans at Russia's Backdoor, 1918-35."
"The American YMCA and the Russian Diaspora, 1919-39."

Russia, St. Peterburg (Petrograd), Vladivostok, Samara YMCA Photographs, ca. 1919.

**Photographs - Russian churches et al., Moscow, Leningrad, Vladivostok, Prague. 1922-27,**
1967.

Lowrie interviews with Mr. Nourteva and Mme. Radek, 1920.
Transcriptions on Nansenhilfe and YMCA work in USSR for memoirs.

Maxim Litvinoff Interview, 1920, 1933.
Correspondence, notes.

**Photographs, Russian Churches, 1922-1927.**

Official message by Tikhon (Bellavin), Patriarch of Moscow on relationship with "Zhivaya Tserkov" (June 26, 1924) (1 page).

Russian Orthodox Church in the USSR, pamphlets; photograph of Paris Theological Institute, notes on conversation with H.N. Lydenberg on Russian publishing and religion (1924).
List of RSCM secretaries in Russia (after 1917) (2 pages, in Russian).
Typescript "The Russian Church in America at the Cross Roads" by Rev. Alexander Kukulevsky (ca. 1945) (6 pages).
Article "A Short Story of the Christian Church" by Bishop Theophilus (Pashkovsky) (from monthly periodical "Nash Put " (1929-1930).
Monthly bulletin "Anti-Religion in USSR and International Atheism" (N 3, May, 1932).
Articles, newspaper clippings.

"To the Government of the USSR from the Orthodox Bishops Exiled to the Solovetsk Islands," 1926, 1947.
Letter of Tikhon (Bellavin), Patriarch of Moscow to John R. Mott (June 29, 1918) probably sent via E.T. Colton (1 page, in English).
Letter of American religious leaders to Tikhon (Bellavin), Patriarch of Moscow (ca. 1918) (3 pages, in English).
Alexei I (Simansky), Patriarch of Moscow.

Constitution of Russian Communist Party, translation and commentary by Jerome Davis, 1927.

**UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, 1928-62**

Correspondence, calendars, bulletins, photograph, and a 12 page article by A. Krasheninnikov entitled "Pravoslavie na strazhe mira: Missiia Khristianstra v sovremennom mire" (Photocopy).

Photographs of Leo Tolstoy.

*Box 80:*

Institute for the Study of Contemporary Russia, "Russian News Bulletin," Paris, 1930, 1932,

Anderson Letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 1933.
5 page letter from Anderson (24 October 1933) urging Roosevelt to raise matter of religious freedom in Russia in his upcoming conversations with Soviet Foreign Commissar Maxim Litvinov; letter not sent.

Issued by St. Sergius & RSCM.

Historical Papers, 1934-. Photographs of Baptists, Vinnitza.


"The World Communist Movement," D. Manuilsky (1939)
"Russia the Suppressor of Nations," Ukrainian, Scottish League (1946)
"Falsifiers of History," Soviet Information Bureau (1948)
"The New Man in Soviet Psychology," Raymond Bauer (1952)
"Sparks into the USSR," Radio Liberation (1957)
"Philip Jordan & the October Revolution" (ca. 1978)
"In the Name of the Happiness of the Soviet People," L. Brezhnev, in Russian (1979)

Clippings, reports.


Correspondence between Anderson and State Department Officials and notes concerning the religious situation in the Soviet Union.

Box 81:

Correspondence, notes, articles, talks, reports.

Religion in USSR, Death of Patriarch Sergei, May 1944, 1943-44.

Soviet book digests (1948-50); Soviet-American Comparative Statistics (1949); Talantov
Trial Report (1967-68).

D.A. Lowrie's Collection of Statements on Religion in Russia, 1949-50.


"Religion in Russia" Series, YMCA Research Group (P.B. Anderson, Director), 1951.
Press quotations from publications and the *Journal of the Moscow Patriarchate*.

Quaker Mission to Moscow, 1951.
Paul S. Cadbury.

**Box 82:**

- The Russian Refugee Church & Student Movement (1926)
- Guide to the care of displaced persons in Germany (1945)
- YMCA-Press Catalog (1948, 1961, 1975-76), in Russian (1921-56)
- Basic Areas of Professional Competence in the YMCA Secretaryship (1953-54)
- But why can't we join? (YMCA & Vatican, 1959)
- Canadian Institute of International Affairs Journal (1965)
- *Nouvelles de Saint-Serge* (1979)

(Moscow, 1952) 47 page text and 90 plates, Russian; Intourist Zagorsk brochure.

Anderson collection of items on religion in Russia, 1952-72.

"Soviet Reality: An Introduction to the USSR," Donald A. Lowrie, 1956,
133 page document for YMCA Russian Youth Exchange Program.


American Bible Society, Russian Bibles, 1956-57.

53 page report with 13 page appendix and newsletter article.

Correspondence, questionnaires, notes.


Clippings, newsletters correspondence; includes "An Analysis of Trends as Regards Religion in the USSR as at September 1962," P.B. Anderson (5 pages) and a 4 page list of Orthodox Churches operating in Moscow as of July 1972.

Notes, newspaper clippings, newsletters and copies of petitions and appeals addressed to Soviet leaders.

Religious persecution in Russia, 1962-70.
Clippings about the USSR, 1962-86.

Box 83:

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, 1963 - 84.

197 page typescript by author from Minneapolis

Letter, list of participants and 9 page copy of paper by H.F. Klassen entitled "Mennonites in the Soviet Union."

Pamphlet Series.

Documents from USSR, 1964-68.


Center for Research & Studies, William C. Fletcher, 1965-73.

Photographs, Baptist Service and Baptist Leaders in Moscow, 1966.


Religious Dissent (including literary) in Russia, 1966-67.

Religion in the USSR, 1966-68.

Photographs, Church of the Brethren Delegation, Odessa, 1967.

Council of Workers' Deputies, 50 Years of Soviet Rule, 1967.


Article by Franklin Littell, 1967.
Clippings and news releases on human rights.

Box 84:

Newspaper clippings.


Correspondence, press releases, and photos (1977).

Institute for the Study of the USSR, Munich, Germany, June 1969.
Symposium Papers.

Photographs, Moscow Baptists and Munich Research Group, 1969.

Center for Research and Studies (William Fletcher, Director), 1969.

Fletcher, Munich Group, 1969.
P.B. Anderson Notes on Munich Symposium.


USSR Clippings, 1969-70.


Northeast Ohio Committee on Middle East Understanding, Statement on "Protesting Anti-Semitism in the USSR," 1971.

Correspondence on Bibles for USSR.

Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr Isaevich, Newspaper and Journal Clippings, 1971-76.
Articles by and about Solzhenitsyn; report of April 9, 1975 visit to YMCA Press.


Box 85:

Thesis by Suzanne Hruby.

Solzhenitsyn, 1974.
Clippings; MacInnis letter; RCDA article on A.S.

Solzhenitsyn, Folder 1, 1972-73.

Solzhenitsyn, 1972-74.
Russian manuscript of "August 1914".

Christianity in USSR and satellite countries, 1972-74.

KGB interrogation concerning theological works.

Detente, 1973

Articles, clippings, RCDA press release.
USSR, 1972-76.
Newspaper clippings & pictorial books on Erevan, Armenia & Karakum.


Solzhenitsyn and Nabokov, 1974.

Russian Dissidents, 1974.

Solzhenitsyn, 1975-83.
Clippings and articles, and notes on visit, 9 April 1975.

Newsletters, magazine articles and newspaper clippings pertaining to the status of Christianity in the USSR. Helsinki accord sections on religious liberty.


Religion in the USSR, 1977-82.
Alphonz Lamprecht, Time, Billy Graham.

Box 86:

Appointment to Advisory Committee.

Clippings - Review of Books on Russia, 1963-82
Correspondence with Oleg Pantuhoff Jr., 1984

Notes by Country, Georgia (Soviet), 1978.

USSR Clippings, 1978-86.

Religion and Atheism in the USSR, 1979.
April 1979 newsletter Religiia i ateizm v SSSR, published in Munich.


Religion in Russia, 1979, 1983-85.
Clippings.

Pentecostals in Russia, 1979.
Press releases and letter to American Baptists.

John Reed and "Reds", 1979-81.
Correspondence and clippings.


Religion and Atheism in the USSR (Russian), nos.149, 154-160, 175, 1980-82.

Keston College, 1979-85.
Correspondence and clippings.
Blahoslav S. Hruby Correspondence.

KGB clippings, 1983-84.


YUGOSLAVIA, 1943 - 55, 1965 - 70

Serbian Orthodox Appeal to Christian Churches, 1943-44, 1948.
Anti-Tito Slovenes People's Party.

Yugoslav YMCA-Press, 1949-55.
Ratibor Djurdjevic.


Box 87:

MAPS, 1913 - 80

World Maps, 1918-77.
The Times War Atlas & Gazetteer (ca.1918)
World's Greatest War, Maps of Europe, Italy & the Western Battle Front
   (ca.1918)
Maps from The Literary Digest (15 pages, 1920-22)
Esso War Map (ca.1942-44)
World Atlas (printed in Russian, 1949)
Atlas of Europe, Mediterranean, Near East (printed in Russian, 1949)
Bartholomew's World Route Chart (1967)
Air France Long Distance Flights (1977)
Pacific Ocean, War Map, Hammond, New York, 1941

Asia Maps, 1931-72.
Physical Map of Asia, "Asie Physique" (printed in Russian, 1949)
Map of Railroad Lines in Manchuria (printed in French, 1932)
Middle East, India & Pakistan, Daily Telegraph Map (ca.1970-72)

Europe Maps, 1913-42.
 Europe, Rand McNally Pocket Map (pre 1913)
Map of Europe, Gea-karte von Europa (Berlin:Gea Verlag [1919]),
Scherls Wandkarte von Mittel Europa, Berlin (1919)
Small Atlas of Europe, Kleiner Geschichts-Atlas von Europa (printed in German,
   ca.1919)
Atlas of Europe with Emphasis on Poland, "Dzieje Sredniowieczne, Nowozytne"
   (printed in Polish, 1932)
Political Map of Central Europe (with emphasis on Poland, 1938-39)
Map of Europe at War, Paris-Soire, "Europe en Guerre" (printed in French,
   1939-40)
Lot Airlines Map & Timetable of European Flights (printed in Polish with
   English and French, 1939)
Map from Paris-Soire, European Theater/France, "Le Theatre des Operations"
   (printed in French, 1940)
Bartholomew's Map of Europe and the Mediterranean (1942)
Postcard Map Showing Sites in the Alps (printed in French, 1942)
Ormont Valley, Switzerland, Kummerly & Frey, Berne, ca. 1920.
Switzerland and her International Railway Connections, Swiss Federal Railroads, Berne, 1933.
Villars, Chesiers & Arveyes, Switzerland, Kummerly & Frey, Berne, 1925.
War Map of the Entire Western Battle Front, Rand McNally, n.d.

Czechoslovakia Maps, 1925-38.
Physical Map of Czechoslovakia (printed in Czech, 1925)
Ethnographic Map of Czechoslovakia (printed in German, 1938)
"The Czech Part of Silesia and the Neighboring Parts of Moravia & the Munich Agreement" (printed in English and German, 1938)
Maps of Czechoslovakia and Tables Pertaining to the Munich Agreement of 1938 (printed in English, German, Italian and French, ca.1938)

France Maps, 1929-80.
Climatological Map of France, National Tourist Office, "La France Thermale, Touristique et Climatique - Visitez la France" (printed in French, 1929)
Your Itinerary in France, Barreau, 1936.
Shell Oil Co. Route Map of France, "Carte Routiere de toute la France" (printed in French, 1938)
French Embassy, Press & Information Division Material (1979,1980)
Large Map of France showing French colonies (printed in French)
"Itinéraires Protestants," Map of France showing routes of Huguenot Refugees, Ministry of Tourism (printed in French)
Battle of Normandie, June-August, 1944, Michelin, 1947.

Ethnographical Map of Greek Macedonia (Refugee Settlement Commission, Athens, 1926)
General Economic Map of Greece (American Embassy, Athens, 1947)
Road Network of Greece, Mobile, ca. 1950
Greece and surrounding region, (Greek language map) n.d.

Mediterranean Maps, 1935-40, 1961
Mediterranean Basin, "Bassin de la Méditerranée" (printed in French, 1935)
Map of Eastern Mediterranean with Historical Place Names (Société des Recherches Méditeranéennes, 1935)
Historical Map of Turkish Empire 1299-1699 (printed in Turkish, 1935)
Map of Balkans and Near East, "Balkans et Proche-Orient" (Paris-Soire, printed in French, ca.1938-40)
Turkey Highway Map, Turkey, 1961.
Yugoslavia, Philip & Son, London, ca. 1930.

Box 88:

Poland Maps, 1921-47.
Historical Atlas of Poland, "Atlas Historyczny Polski" (printed in Polish, 1921)
Booklet, "Poland - Its Location, People, History, Significance" (ca.1939)
Map of Poland & Adjacent Countries - Union of Churches of Christ (ca.1945)
Administrative Map of Poland, "Rzeczpospolita Polska-Mapa Administracyjna" (printed in Polish, 1946)
Atlas of Poland, "Maxy Atlas Polski" (printed in Polish, 1947)
Poland Through the Age, 8 partition maps, Polish Information Center, New York, 1939.

Portugal Maps, 1950-53.
"Guide and Plan of Lisbon," Tourist Booklet including map (ca.1950)
"The Tourist and Shopping Guide of Lisboa," including maps (1953)
Spain Maps, 1970s.
   Road Map of Spain, Patronato Nacional del Turismo
   Road Map of Spain, "Espana-Mapa General de Carreteras" (printed in Spanish, 1970s)

USSR Maps, 1917-62.
   Map of Russia (printed in Russian, 1917)
   Map of Latvia with photographs and tourist information (ca.1920-30s)
   "War Map of the Russian-German Front" (ca.1940)
   "Soviet Russia in Maps" (ca.1940)
   Atlas of USSR (printed in Russian, 1950)
   Street Map of Moscow (ca.1950)
   Atlas of USSR (printed in Russian, 1959)
   Map of Moscow (printed in Russian, 1962)

USA map, 1976.
   North Carolina, South Carolina, Etton, 1976

   Map of United Kingdom (printed in French)

CORRESPONDENCE, AFFANASSIEFF - EVERY, 1922 - 82
   Correspondence.

Allin, John M., Presiding Bishop, Protestant Episcopal Church, Visit to Moscow, July 1977, 1976-77.
   Correspondence, notes, reports.

   Correspondence and copies of articles about publishing Bibles in Russian.

Archbishop Athenagoras (Spyrou), Greek Archdiocese of North and South America, 1942-43, 1945.
   Correspondence.

Athenagoras (Spyrou), Patriarch of Constantinople, 1956-61, 1969.
   Correspondence re Greeks, Turks, Cyprus, conferences, greetings.


Ecumenical Patriarch, Athenagoras I (Spyrou), 1961-64.

Ecumenical Patriarch, Athenagoras I (Spyrou), 1965-72.

Box 89:

Athenagoras I (Spyrou), Archbishop of Constantinople and Ecumenical Patriarch, 1948-55.
   Correspondence, reports of conversations, photographs, newspaper articles.

   Correspondence, notes, newspaper clippings, pamphlets and obituary of Patriarch
Athenagoras I (Spyrou) written by Anderson (July 1972).

Athenagoras (Kokkinakis), Archbishop of Thyateira and Great Britain, 1976.  
"Ecclesiological Problems," 17 page study by Archbishop Athenagoras.


Correspondence, photocopies, Father's (E.E. Barnett) memoirs of Chinese YMCA Service.

Correspondence, newspaper obituary, memorial service program.

Correspondence and manuscript, "Revolution and Emigration: The Russian Files of the British and Foreign Bible Society, 1917-70."

Berdyaev, Nicholas, 1923-28.  
Article (1925) and letters and notes by N.A. Berdyaev, Rev. Sergius Bulgakov et al. Bibliography, 1978.

Berman, Harold J., 1972-78.  
Jerusalem properties of the Russian Orthodox Church.

Blake, Eugene C., 1969.

Nos. 23 (March 1943), 25 (July 1943) - 27 (November 1943), January 1944, March 1944, 31 (July 1944) - 35 (March 1945); some issues with handwritten additions by Bolshakoff; 2 pages of undated and unsigned correspondence and memorandum on content and accuracy of Bolshakoff's material.

Bourdeaux, Michael (and notes by N.A. Berdyaev, Rev. Sergius Bulgakov et al., Keston College), 1970-73.  
Correspondence.

Letter to Anderson (29 August 1977).


Cardwell, Ann Su, No. 34, 16 September 1941.  
Fortnightly newsletter.

Colton correspondence.

Correspondence.

Including letters from Metropolitans Dionisios (Valedinsky) and Dorotej (Filipp).


Includes 60 page draft copy of interview with Anderson on the YMCA work in Russia (1916-23) conducted by Davis and Trani (September 1971); newspaper article from *Windsor-Heights Herald* (26 April 1973) on the activities of William L. Tucker in Siberia (1918-20).

Donald Davis, 1976-78.

Donald Davis, 1977-79.


**Box 90:**

Lady Devlin, Madeleine Lowens Correspondence, 1973-74.

D.G. Diamentides, 1943-44.

Vita.

Rev. Denis Dirscherl, 1967-68.

Correspondence regarding "Religion in Russia" chapter by P.B. Anderson.


Anglican-Orthodox Doctrinal Commission (1931).

Including typescript by N.S. Arseniev on relations between Orthodox and Anglican Churches and a letter by Archimandrite Andronik (Elpidinsky) from India.


Anglican-Orthodox, Council on Foreign Relations.

John Foster Dulles, 1943.

Letter to Anderson.


Sherwood Eddy, Russia, 1925-26.

7 page letter from Sherwood Eddy to Anderson reporting on his trip to the Soviet Union (1925 or 1926) as part of a delegation of twenty-four to meet with Soviet leaders to discuss U.S. recognition of the U.S.S.R.

Sherwood Eddy Correspondence, 1931-35, 1944.

European seminars, lecture arrangements.


Including photography of R.H. Edwin Espy.

Newspaper clippings.

Evalenko, A.M. Correspondence, December 1924 - May 1925.


Correspondence.

**CORRESPONDENCE, FAISSE - STEPANOV, 1922 - 82**

Paul, Fekula, 1976-82.
  Correspondence about his icon collection at Riverside Church, N.Y.

Ralph Fisher, 1982-85.
  Correspondence about donation of books and papers given to U.I.

  Correspondence about theological schools; biographical sketch (1968); and bibliography.

Fosbroke, The Very Reverend Hughell E.W., General Theological Seminary, New York, 1943-44.
  Correspondence.


Germogen (Kozhin), Archbishop, 1954.
  Correspondence, notes and newspaper clippings relating to the visit of Archbishop Germogen of Krasnodar to New York; includes notes on separate interviews with Germogen by Anderson and Donald A. Lowrie.

Box 91:

Alexis Gierowski, Carpathian Orthodox, 1951-56.


  Including letter from Hieromonks Sophrony (Sakharov) and Silouan (Strizhkoff).

Hanson, A. Wayne Correspondence, 1929, 1938, 1948-49.
  Five mimeographed letters (1938) containing observations on the situation in Poland and Central Europe.

Russian Research Center, Harvard University, 1948-49.
  Correspondence with Irena Hay (1948-49).

Russian Research Center, Harvard University, 1951-53.
  Correspondence; includes 42 page brochure on programs, publications, current projects and staff of the Russian Research Center (as of January 1951).

  Correspondence; press release and resolution relating to the Episcopate's annual Congress in July 1951; memorandum of conversation with Hategan (April 1952), Bishop Valerian Trifa.

Bishop John E. Hines Correspondence, 1965-73.
  Episcopal presiding bishop's Russian trip, Orthodox Church.

  Including correspondence with V.I. Alekseev.

Iakovos (Coucouzis), Archbishop of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of North and South
Correspondence.

Correspondence and newspaper clippings.


Including a letter from N.A. Berdyaev, A.V. Kartasheff et al.
Typescript "Tibetan Refugees in India: After Twenty Years" by W.S. Kilpatrick (received by P.B. Anderson on June 11, 1982).

Kasem-beg, Alexander, Professor, 1948-57.
Correspondence with and about Professor Kasem-beg of Connecticut College for Women; concerning his research projects and Orthodox Church affairs; includes 14 page memorandum in French by Kasem-beg to Patriarch Athenagoras I (December 1948) and newspaper clippings from Novoe Russkoe Slovo concerning Kazem-beg's return to the USSR.


Correspondence concerning a new Rector for St. Paul's Church in Rome, Italy, and about Episcopalian parishes in Europe.

About S. Allelueva & N. Cousins.

Frank C. Kiehne, B. J. Fize Correspondence, 1977-78.

Nicholas Klepinin, 1925-27.
Belgrade YMCA work and YMCA-Press.

Tamara Klepinin, 1978-83.
Correspondence and her article on Orthodox Church in France and Jews.

Sophie Koulomzin, 1983-84.
Publishing children's books in Russian, and memoirs.

Krasicki, Andrzej Paul, 1951-52.
Correspondence about medical treatment and visa problems of Krasicki.

Correspondence.

Kullmann, G.G., 1925.

Kullmann, G. G., Davis D. A., 1925

Kusseff, Professor M., University of London, 1953-54.
Correspondence.

Including photo of F.B. Lenz and letters by N.O. Lossky (1948).
Herbert P. Lansdale Correspondence, 1962-75.
Letters and clippings relating to Greek YMCAs, Archbishop Makarios (1973), Salonika YMCA (1945).

Latourette, Kenneth S., 1944.

John Lawrence Correspondence, 1963-65.
Turkestan travel journal, WCC and the Russian Church.

Lawrence, John, Center for the Study of Religion and Communism, Russian Tours (June & November 1972), 1971-72.

Lawrence, John W., 1973.
Accounts of Trips to USSR (March and May 1973) and Swiss Conference of European Churches (May 1973).

Lawrence, Sir John W., Correspondence, 1974-75.
Reports of trips to USSR (May 1974, November 1974, January & June 1975); Black Market for books; Russian Church.

Box 92:

*The Living Church*, 1942-43.
Correspondence regarding articles.

Lowrie-Anderson Correspondence, Orthodoxy in Europe, 1925, 1930-32.
Including documents on Beograd YMCA

Lowrie, Donald A., 1941.
Correspondence, radiograms, records of telephone conversations about War Relief, financial accounts, refugees, Red Cross, prison camps in France.

Lowrie, Donald A., 1942.
Correspondence, cables, memoranda, records of telephone conversations, notes, Jewish children, Switzerland, emigration, Russian Aid Programs.


Marvin Lyen, 1979-82.
Correspondence, papers of Luba Couriss.
Manuscript, "Days of Terror in Tsarskoe Selo."


Correspondence, RCSM (1928), Report on Russian Trip (10 January 1929).

MacNaughten, Edgar, 1932-33.
Correspondence with P.B. Anderson, illness, 6 page obituary in Russian.

Roman Catholic Church & Orthodoxy.

Letter to Anderson.

Obituary & Archives.

John R. Mott, 1917-20, 1927, 1933.
Approach to Soviets (1920): C.V. Hibbard, Troika, P.B. Anderson comments, James
Stokes Society (1933).
Including a book "Kak oshutit' v sebe prisutstvie Khrista" by John R. Mott (in Russian)
(Prague: The YMCA Press, 1923, 24 p.).

John R. Mott, 1942-46.
Russian Orthodox Church, Nobel Peace Prize (1946).

World Service & Visit to Europe with Anderson (1950-51), Cornell Notes
(1971).

Including correspondence with A.I. Nikitine.


Metropolitan Nikolai (Yarushevich) Correspondence, 1949, 1956-60.
Typescript "Polozhenie ob upravlenii Russkoj Pravoslavnoj Tserkvi 1945 g." (6 pages.).
Clippings.

Archbishop Nicolas, Exarchate of the Patriarch of Moscow and of all Russia in
Western Europe, 1951-55.
Correspondence and memoranda.

Ethel Penningroth.


Box 93:

Michael Ramsey, Dimitri Riabouchinsky, Ruth Rouse, Ramisox, A.I. Remizov, F.D.
Roosevelt, Jr., Roubakine

Peter Reddaway, 1968-75.
Correspondence; article, "Religious Dissent and the Evolution of Soviet
Society."

Raymond Reitzel, 1972-79.
Correspondence (Reitzel's autobiography and experiences in USSR).

1977.
German, Patriarch of Serbia (including his portrait), Rev. Seraphim (Rodionoff), E.P.
Shilaeff (curriculum vitae), Silas, Bishop of Amphipolis, Hieromonk Sophrony
(Sakharov), Nikita Struve, A.K. Sitich.
  Correspondence and review of his books.

Anderson Correspondence with Bishop John Satterthwaite.


Scaife, Rev. Lauriston L., Newport, Rhode Island, 1941-44.
  Correspondence and notes.

Bishop Lauriston L. Scaife, 1969-70.
  Correspondence and obituary.

Serdakovsky, Lev V., 1949-52.
  Correspondence between Anderson and Serdakovsky concerning Serdakovsky's book, *Facing Decision: Strategic Repercussions of Different American Policies Toward the USSR*; includes 8 page paper by Serdakovsky entitled, "Potential Political Force of the Orthodox Church in the Case of the IIIrd World War" (1949).

  Correspondence.

Archbishop John Shakhovskoy Correspondence, 1953-61.


Bishop Henry K. Sherrill, 1943-44.
  Episcopalian rectors for European churches.

Shevitch, Rev. Serge, Patriarchal Jurisdiction, 1947-56.
  Correspondence with Father Serge Shevitch of Vanves (Seine), France, concerning the Study of Russia project.

Mother Maria Skobtsova, 1971-76.
  Articles about her exploits.

Timothy Smith Correspondence, February-March 1968.
  Access to Russian publications.

James Somerville Correspondence, 1951-57.
  Curriculum vitae; Anderson Cooperative Forum talk (16 April 1956).

Spiller, Rev. Vsevolod, Study of Russia & conditions in Moscow church, 1968-69.

Box 94:

Stepanov, Iurii, 1926.

CORRESPONDENCE, STRONG - ZERNOFF, 1922 - 82

Robbins Strong Correspondence, 1954.
   International Committee, Paris office.

Tracy Strong Correspondence, 1941, 1951-52.
   World's Committee special needs, patriarchate.


   **Including correspondence with Bishop John (Shakhovskoy), S.G. Troubetskoy, G. Tchebotarioff, A.M. Remizov et al.**

   From Sergei (Chevitch); photographs of clergy and church.

Trani, Eugene P. and Davis, Donald E., 1972-74.
   Correspondence and notes; includes draft of article by Davis and Trani entitled
   "Christians and Communists: the American YMCA and the Russian Revolution,"
   published in *Slavic Review*.


Voize, 1927.

   Including correspondence with A.V. Tyrkova-Williams, Crawford Wheeler et al.

Charles Webster Correspondence regarding Istanbul, 1968-70.

Sir Frank Willis Correspondence, 1949, 1954-58.

   26 page report of his trip (1958).

   31 page report prepared for the World Alliance of YMCAs.

Frank Willis, Consultant on YMCA-Church Relations, 1964-65.

Alexis R. Wiren Correspondence, 1949-50, 1953-56, 1975


   Correspondence concerning a proposed lecture tour by Zernoff and the Conference of
   Eastern and Western Christians held at Drew University, Madison, New Jersey
   (October 1956); includes 16 page first draft of paper by Zernoff entitled "The
   Present State of the Eastern Orthodox Churches" (1955). Correspondence , 1970-
71. Obituary and Memorial Fund, 1980.

Sophie Zernoff, 1948, 1951-52.
Foyer d'Enfants Russes and Center to Aid Russian Refugees in France.


Correspondence, dictated, 1984.

Box 95:

ANDERSON, BIOGRAPHICAL, 1913 - 60

College Notebook, Bible Used in China, 1913-17, 1922-23.
Nytt Bibliotek for Bach och Ungdom (Rock Island) for Madrid, IA Lutheran Sunday School.

Personal Documents, University of Iowa Yearbook, 1914.


Margaret Holmes Anderson (1900-98), Biographical Materials, 1998

Anderson record of salary and expenses paid by International Committee of YMCA, 1917-1918.

Anderson's Chronology of his Travels, 1917-72.

Personal Documents, 1917, 1924-25, 1940-47.
Permits, Travel, Exchange.

Anderson Letter to Mrs. B.F. Anderson Regarding Trip to Harbin, April 1918.

University of Iowa, 1919-20.
Correspondence and reports submitted by Anderson to fulfill requirements for his baccalaureate degree; 3 philosophy papers (1919).


Correspondence, notes, texts and newspaper clippings concerning public talks and lectures.

Anderson Report, 1923-26, 1931-36.
1925 Universal Christian Conference on Life and Work, Stockholm; correspondence with VIPs and others.

Box 96:

Scrapbook of Clippings, 1928-1946.
Includes Anderson activities at close of World War II (1946).

5 page mimeographed letter addressed "To Friends Who have been Interested in our Doings" (20 December 1929).
Paul and Margaret Anderson–Passports, 1930, 1936, 1941, 1945-48

First and Second "Survey on the Affairs of the Orthodox Church," May 1934, June 1937.

  Milkovich article profiling P.B. Anderson.


Anderson Correspondence while in Paris under German Occupation, 1940.

Anderson Correspondence while in Paris under German Occupation, January-July 1941.

V.I.P., 1943-83.
  clippings (obituaries) and correspondence.

  Correspondence and notes; itinerary (January 25 - March 1, 1959); photograph with Bo Bengtson of Sweden (1947).


  Assembled during autobiographical work: travel documents (1950), biographical sketch (1977), clippings, photograph of "Tsar" bell.


  Correspondence and press clippings concerning the removal of Anderson's books from State Department libraries in Germany.

European Trip, 1954.
  Correspondence, notes, reports, and itinerary concerning Anderson's European trip, May-June 1954.

Anderson Retirement Dinner, 1959.
  4 photographs (December 1959), letter extending tenure as a Special Agent (8 September 1959).

  Staff announcement, newsletter articles, correspondence.

Lectures & Notes, 1960-61.
  Anderson lectures on Christian responsibility at Silver Bay (1960-61); YMCA International Forum (1961); "Church World Service in Poland, 1958-60" and notes on YMCA structure; Goncharoff article, 1961.

Box 97:

  Notes and correspondence; includes 28 page draft of article entitled "1956-1966: A Decade of Significance for Religion."

ANDERSON, BIOGRAPHICAL, 1961 - 85

Tape Recording of Testimonial Dinner, December 1961.

Retirement from YMCA.

Telegrams, letters, clippings.

Includes articles, drafts, notes, interview with reporters from Churchwork and newspaper clippings.


Anderson Outgoing Correspondence (chronological), December 1962 - March 1963.


Anderson interviewed by Izvestia, November 1967.

List of Persons meet on visit to Eastern Europe, Greece, July-Aug, 1967.

Photocopy of 40 page article with editor's marks; for publication in Aspects of Religion in Russia, 1917-1967, University of Chicago Press.

Photo of the Monk Gregory Kroug (1968).

Box 98:


Russian Work of YMCA in WWI, Notes of an interview of P.B. Anderson by Eugene Trani and Donald Davis, 9 September 1971.

Anderson's current interests/objectives, 1972.
Listed by himself.


Correspondence and articles; includes published accounts of ceremonies in honor of Anderson's eightieth birthday (21 January 1975).


Correspondence, newspaper clippings; Map of Black Mountain, N.C., Lambeth Cross (1977).

Preparation for retirement, 1976.

Anderson Archives, 1982-83.
Suggested research topics.

Awards and Honors, 1982-85.
   Includes citations, programs and some documentation.


PUBLICATIONS, 1922 - 1981

1922, 1929
Fundamentals of the YMCA (in Russian), New York, 1922
Fundamentals of the YMCA (in Russian), Paris: YMCA-Press, 1929

1923, 1929-30, 1933
A Pilgrimage: The Pilgrimage of Donald A. Lowrie and Paul B. Anderson to Jerusalem 1923
"Cossacks," S.V.M. Bulletin, November 1929
"Russia's 'Anti-God' Campaign in Practice," The Spectator, March 1, 1930, pp.305-306
To Friends Interested in Modern Russia, September 30, 1931
Objectives, Principles and Programme of YMCAs in Orthodox Countries: Sofia 1928, Kephissia 1930, Bucharest 1933, Geneva: World Committee of YMCAs (ed. with D.A. Davis)
"Russians and the YMCA" (reprinted from British YMCA Review), ca.1933

1936-37, 1939-41
"The Eastern Orthodox Church in a Period of Transition," Bulletin of Central Bureau for Relief of the Evangelical Churches of Europe, No.15, p.7, 1936
"Religion in Soviet Russia," Russian Church Aid Bulletin, May 1937, p.8
"The YMCA as a Lay Movement" (reprint from World's Youth, July 1937), Geneva: World's Committee of YMCAs
"Church and State in the Soviet Union" (reprinted by author from The Church and the State, vol.VI of the Tambaram Series, New York: International Missionary Council), 1939
"First Notes on the Question of Communism and International Order," Study Department of the Universal Christian Council for Life and Work, No.3 E/40 International Order, 1940
"The Orthodox Church is Able to Stand Up Under Great Strain," The Living Church, October 1, 1941, p.8

1942-43
"For Prisoners of War," The Living Church, February 11, 1942, pp.16-18
"The Eastern Orthodox Church Today, I. Southeastern Europe," The Living Church, October 18, 1942, pp.6-7
"Notes on the Condition of the Orthodox Churches in Spring 1942," July 21, 1942

1943, 1946
"The Election of a Patriarch for the Russian Church," The Living Church, September 26, 1943, pp.14-15
"Russian People, Church and State," Christianity & Crisis, October 18, 1943, pp.3-6
"The Balkan Church Situation," release from Religious News Service, October 2, 1943
"The YMCA in Europe," November 6, 1946
"The Russian Church Outside Russia, I. Expansion and Consequent Problems of Jurisdiction," The Living Church, December 8, 1946, pp.13-16
"The Russian Church Outside Russia, II. Current Situation and Historical Summary," The Living Church, December 15, 1946, pp.19-21
"Metropolitan Eulogius Dies," The Living Church, August 18, 1946, p.6
1944
"New Acting Patriarch Known as Devoted Pastor," *The Living Church*, June 4, 1944, p.9
"Sergei Bulgakoff," *The Living Church*, October 1, 1944, pp.8-9
"Religion in Russia," *The Living Church*, November 5, 1944, p.17
"Russia," ca.1944
"Religion in Russia: Liberalized Soviet Policy Brings International Rewards," release from *Religious News Service*, November 1, 1944

1944, 1946

1942-45, 1975
*People, Church & State in Modern Russia*, book reviews and correspondence, 1942-45, 1975

Box 99:

1944
*People, Church & State in Modern Russia*, book reviews and correspondence, 1944
*People, Church & State in Modern Russia*, book reviews, extra chapter: "Russia During the Patriotic War," (Chapter IX), 1944

1943-44, 1950, 1959
*People, Church & State in Modern Russia*, correspondence, 1943-44, 1950, 1959

1948-50
"Het Vatican en Oost-Europe," *Wending*, January 1948, pp. 694-700
"Is America Sound?," *The Living Church*, January 18, 1948, p.12
"The YMCA and the Church," a memorandum prepared for the World's Committee of YMCAs, July 1949
"The YMCA as a Factor for Christian Civilization in Western Europe," statement given at International Committee Meeting in Toronto, November 6, 1949
"Can Marxism Make Room for Religion?," *The Living Church*, January 29, 1950, pp.10-13, 19

1951-54
"The Chinese YMCA as an Institution," December 4, 1951
"Report of Joint Commission on Assistance to the Russian Church," 1952
"The YMCA as a Lay Movement Within the Church," June 24, 1952
"Interview with Paul B. Anderson, Association Executive Secretary of the International Committee of YMCAs," *Association Forum*, November-December 1953, pp.6-8

1956-57
*Pioneer of World-Wide Christian Movements: John R. Mott, May 25, 1865 to January 31, 1955*
"Christianity & Communism," ca.1956
"Churchmen Visit Russia," reprint in *The Russian Orthodox Journal*, July 1956, pp.4-5, 25
"Russian-American Visitations - A Prelude to Understanding," *Christianity and Crisis*, vol.XVI, no.12, July 9, 1956, pp.92-94

1958-61
"Russian Orthodoxy Today," *The Student World*, no.1, 1958, pp.53-60
Report of Joint Commission on Assistance to the Eastern Orthodox Churches, 1958
Report of Joint Commission on Ecumenical Relations, 1958
"Why Europe," March 18, 1959
Memo to YMCA East-West Staff Committee: Translation of Address given by Patriarch Alexis, July 21, 1960
"The Orthodox Church in Soviet Russia," reprinted from *Foreign Affairs*, January 1961; correspondence with *Foreign Affairs*
"The Entry of the Moscow Patriarchate into the World Council of Churches: Implications for Member Churches in the U.S.," February 12, 1961
Report of Joint Commission on Cooperation with the Eastern Churches, 1961

1962-64
"When Russians Join the World Council, What Does It Mean?," reprinted from *The Living Church*, May 27, 1962
(recorded with R.H. Edwin Espy)
"Atheism - Opiate of the People?," (editorial) *The Living Church*, September 30, 1962, p.8
"Russian Witness," *The Living Church*, October 21, 1962, p.11, 18
"Religious Belief Persists in USSR," *WCC Courier*, September 1963
"The Character of Religious Life in the USSR as Interpreted by the 1963 Delegation," Report of Committee on Relations With the Churches of the Soviet Union, June 1963
"A Right is a Right - If It is Real," "The Position of France," *World Community*, vol.2, no.2, November-December 1963, pp.2, 4
A Study of Orthodoxy and the YMCA, Geneva: World Alliance of YMCA, 1963
Report of Joint Commission on Cooperation with the Eastern and Old Catholic Churches, 1964
"Religion in Russia," *Concern*, July 1, 1964, pp.2-3
"Notes for Preamble for General Findings," *National Study Conference on Church and State, National Council of Churches*, ca.1964

1966-68
"Andrey Krasicki - Servant of Christ and of Fellowmen," *Secretary: Journal of the World Federation of Associations of Secretaries of YMCAs*, no.1, 1966, pp.7-10
"The Orthodox Church in Australia," *A Consultation - "Young Churchmen": The Role of Young Men & Women in the Life of the Church & Community*, January 21-26, 1966, pp.49-51
"Ecumenical Aspects of Eastern Orthodox Migration with Special Reference to Australia," *Migration Today*, no.8, March 1967, pp.1-17
"In Response to Yuri Alexandrov," *Ave Maria*, December 9, 1967, p.11
"Reflections on Religion in Russia 1917-1967"
"Conformity and Dissent - USSR Style," *Tempo*, December 1, 1968, p.8

Box 100:

1969-71
"Eastern Orthodox Migration with Special Reference to Australia," *Eastern Churches Review*, vol.II, no.3, Spring 1969, pp.296-302
"USA-USSR Churchmen Consult on Arms Control," *Frontier*, vol.12, no.4, November 1969, pp.283-4
1974-75, 1977
"Striving for Ecumenism," The Living Church (editorial), November 30, 1975, p.11
"Future Dialogue Hinges on Lambeth Vote," The Living Church, December 4, 1977, p.7

1978-82
"Lambeth & the Orthodox," letter to the Editor, The Living Church, September 10, 1978, pp.4-5
"Georges Florovsky - Theologian," The Living Church, March 2, 1980, pp.10-11
"Reborn Orthodox Culture - Many Worlds: A Russian Life by Sophie Koulomize," book review, The Living Church, June 14, 1981

TYPESCRIPTS FOR ARTICLES & TALKS, 1921, 1927-32, 1936-72

1921, 1927-28, 1930, 1932
"Europe in 1920"
"Bishop Gore Posts His Theses"
"The Great Need of the Russian Church"
"Some Observations on American Life"
"Divisions in the Russian Church Abroad"
"Russia's Future"

1936, 1938-39, 1941
"The Orthodox Church"
"General Elections in Soviet Russia"
"In Regard to Statistics"
"Church & State in the Soviet Union"
Prisoner of War Camps (1941)

1943
"Eastern Orthodox Church Today" (2)
"The Place of the USSR in Contemporary Ideas & Policies"
"National & Ecclesiastical Tensions in the Balkans"
"Russia and Europe"
"An Appraisal of the Position of Religion in the USSR during the War"
"Russian People, Church and State"
"World Wide YMCA" (outline)

1944-47
"Russia & the Ecumenic Movement"
"Synopsis of Statement on Russia"
"Religious System in Bulgaria"
"Religious Disunity - Its Political & Cultural Roots"
"Greece & Turkey"
"What is France's Future"
"A Pilgrimage"
"Russia and World War II Settlement"

1948-50
YMCA in Communist Countries
"Toward a Policy on Ecumenism"
"YMCA as a Factor for Christian Civilization in West Europe"
"The Church in the Slav World"
"Christian Missions & the Problem of Communism"
"Optina Pustyn"
"United Bible Society Meeting"
"The European Mind," "Victory," and "The Ruhr"

1951-53
Archbishop Germanos
"Why World Service?"
Greece
"A Review of Religion in USSR, 1948-1951" (2)
"Preparing a YMCA Program of American Citizenship & Modern Word"
"Problems of Churches & Christians Under Communism"
"Suggestions on Russian Orthodox Theological Education"
"Orthodox View on Church-State Relationships"

1955-57
"Religion in USSR 1955"
"Russian Orthodox Patriarchate & Soviet Foreign Policy"
"E. Orthodox Churches in U.S."
Church/Communism
"Christian Faith & Other Religions"
"YMCA in a World of Tension"
"Faith & Order"
"What My Religion Means To Me"
"Western Orthodoxy"
YMCA/W, Berlin
"Russian Orthodoxy Today"
"Tolstoy Foundation"
"Memorandum to Introduce World Service Building Fund"
"N.C.C. Deputation to Moscow"

1958-61
"On Citizenship"
"International Committee at National Council"
"Resurgent Religions of Asia & the Christian Mission"
"Piety in the YMCA"
"Orthodox Church in USSR"
"Philosophy & Spiritual Basis of World Service"
"Impact of Orthodox Churches on Other Churches in U.S."
"Christianity/Communism"
"Peace & Unity"

1962-64
"Moscow Patriarchate Enters WCC"
"How NCC Can Play an Appropriate Part in USA-USSR relationships"
Russian Trip (1962)
"Christian Faith in Pluralistic Society"
"Notes Regarding St. Andrew's American Church, Athens"
"Analysis of Position of Religion on Soviet Union"
American-Soviet Church Exchanges
"Human Rights in Soviet Union: Religion"
"Religion & 'The New Man' Under Communism"
"Atheistic Foundations in Marx-Lenin Communism"
"Consultant on Orthodox Church Affairs"
Box 101:

1965-68
"Current Situation in Orthodox Church in N.America"
"Priority Program for Peace of WCCC"
"Archbishop John Maximovich"
"Other Readers of Izvestia Ask Some Questions"
Response to Yuri Alexandrov article, "Religion & Church in Soviet Union"
"Religion in the USSR"
"Orthodox Church"
"Churches in Marxist Countries"
"The Orthodox Church in North America"
"Guidelines in Dealing with the Problems of Orthodox Church Jurisdiction in USA."

1969-70
Preface to Icon & Swastika, Christians-Marxists, RCDA Editorial Policy
"Patriarch Alexei of Russia"
"The Bearing of Autocephaly on Interchurch Relations" (2)
"Report on Visit to Orthodox Churches" (1970)
"Orthodox Theologians Meet"
Bishop Lauriston Scaife
"Suggested Framework for a Resolution on Human Rights"

1973-76
"Russian Bible Society Report"
"Peace as a Slogan"
"Religious Repression - Human Rights"
Christian Faith/Atheism
"Analysis of Soviet Position on Religion"
"Episcopal & Other Churches"
"The Orthodox and the Roman Catholic Churches"
Comments on WCC 5th Assembly, Nairobi, 1976

1977-83
N.A. Berdyaev
"Relations Between Episcopal Church USA & Russian Orthodox Church"
"Rise of Baptist Movement in Russia"
"Observations on Russian Orthodox Church"
"Anglican Orthodox Theological Discussions"
"E.Orthodox Church in America"
"Origins of Fellowship of St. Alban & St. Sergius"
"The Lambeth Resolution on Ordination of Women"
"Sixty Years of Religion & Anti-Religion in USSR"
"The Archbishop in Geneva"
"Dr. John R. Mott at Amsterdam World Conference of Christian Youth"
"Metropolitan Nikodim of Leningrad & Novgorod"
Modifications on Article, "Our Relations with the Orthodox Churches in our own Country"
"Religious Disunity - Its Political & Cultural Roots"
"Luba de Couriss" (Memorial)
"Georges Florovsky - Theologian"
"Bryant Ryall"
"Toward Church Unity"
"1917-18 in Russia"
"The Interest of the Moscow Patriarch in the Romanian Church"
"YMCA: Serving the Russian People"
MANUSCRIPT NOTES, 1926 - 1980

1926
1927
1930
1934
1940
1943-44
1943-48
1951, 1954-56
1961-64, 1967-69
1978-80


Request to Anderson for Information or Assistance, 1942, 1846, 1950-57, 1954-55. Correspondence.

Requests, 1964-72

Requests, 1972-74

Box 102:

Requests for Information, 1974-79.

DIARIES AND DAILY NOTES, 1923-24, 1926-27, and 1954-64.

Diaries
1923-24, 1926-27
1954-64

Daily Notes and Schedules 1954-64
1954-57
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

NOTES FOR THE RECORD, 1964 - 1981


Notes for articles and addresses, notes taken at meetings, and mimeographed copy of 7 page article by Anderson entitled "An Interpretation of John Raleigh Mott: An American Christian with World Horizons."

Anderson, Paul B., 1966-68.

Notes for articles and addresses and of meetings attended by Anderson.

Box 103:
Notes for articles, reports and addresses and notes taken at meetings.

Drafts of articles and book reviews, clippings of Anderson's published writings, correspondence.

Notes for articles and addresses, correspondence.

Notes, drafts of articles and book reviews, clippings from newspapers and journals, correspondence.

Notes for articles and addresses.

Notes for articles and addresses.

Anderson, Paul B., 1972-73.
Notes, articles, book review and correspondence.

Notes for articles and addresses, correspondence, announcements and newspaper clippings relating to appearances by Anderson.

Notes for and drafts of articles, correspondence relating to Anderson's research and publications and newspaper clippings.

Appointment Books, 1973-1984
1973, 1974, 1975

Box 104:

MEMOIRS, 1976-85


Founding of Russian Correspondence School, Berlin (1921)
New assignment (1920), YMCA-Press, Draft Chapters.

History of YMCA-Press (1924-32), YMCA work.

Chapters I-4, memoirs.
"My Entry Into Petrograd," "I See 'Lenin',
"The Checka Kicks Me Out," "My Efforts at Reentering Petrograd."

"Church Fund" - draft of Book Chapter.

Chapters II-XII. Drafts.
Chapters IV-X. Drafts.

Misc. Notes.

Misc. Drafts and Notes “No East or West”.

Topics to Cover, 1977-79.

Box 105:

Early Drafts “No East or West” (handwritten).

Handwritten Drafts.

Misc. Documents (Photocopies - 3 folders).

Revised Complete Outline, 1979, 1982.


Errata.

Precis - "Prophets, Patriarchs, Patriots."

Editor's Preface.

Preface, Forward, and Dedication.

Box 106:

Chapters I-VI, VIII-X, XII-XIV. Drafts and Notes. (15 folders).

Chapters XV-XVII (5 folders).

Drafts and Notes.

Box 107:

Chapters XV-XXI (4 folders).

Drafts and Notes.

Chapters XXI-XXII.

Drafts and Notes.

Box 108:

Chapters XXIV-XXX.

Drafts and Notes.

Exiles (handwritten draft).

Orthodox Monasteries/Orthodox Church.

World War II Activities.

(in YMCA and Churches/Europe).

Prisoners of War and Civil Internees.
War Time Service in France During World War II.

Chronology - Alexandra Tolstoy-Met, Nicodim.

Box 109:

Nazis in Eastern Europe-1st draft.

Godless Movement vs. the Churches.

Return to Berlin, 1920.

Outline of Episodes/Sources, 1979-80.

Manuscript Rejections, 1981-83

   Eerdmans, Studion, St. Vladimir.

No East or West Precis, Nov. 1982.

No East or West Transmittals, 1982-84.

No East or West - draft of each chapter with final corrections listed. (15 folders).

No East or West - final typescript (folder 1 of 2).

Box 110:

No East or West - final typescript (folder 2 of 2).

No East or West - two copies.

Donald Davis, Editorial Correspondence (8 folders), 1974-83.

Box 111: (Oversize 50-14)

Maps, World, Asia - Czechoslovakia

   World, C.S. Hammond & Co., New York, 1939, 67x100
   World, Natural Color, Jeppesen & Co., Denver, 1955, 43x78
   World, American Map Co., New York, ca.1960, 79x119
   Asia, Asia Journal of American Asiatic Association, New York, ca. 1912, 80x84
   Far East, Daily Telegraph War Map No.7, London, 1941, 71x95 (1:11,700,000)
   Far East War Map, Alexander Gross "Geographia", New York, 1941, 64x99
   Manchuria, League of Nations Study Commission, Geneva, August 1932:
      1.  China & Japan, August 1932, 27x40 (1:16,000,000)
      2.  Manchuria Political Map, August 1932, 39x49 (1:4,000,000)
      5.  Manchuria Military Situation, 18 September 1931, 23x27 (1:5,000,000)
      6.  Mukden Incident, 18-19 September 1931, 21x25 (1:18,000)
      7.  Manchuria Military Situation, 30 September 1931, 23x27 (1:5,000,000)
      9.  Manchuria Military Situation, 1 May 1932, 23x27 (1:5,000,000)
     10.  Manchuria Military Situation, 20 August 1932 (1:5,000,000)
     12.  Shanghai Region, August 1932, 21x27 (1:180,000)
     13 & 14. Routes of the Commission, August 1932, 23x43(2) (1:8,000,000)
     16.  Military Situation, 20 August 1932, 23x27
   Manchuria, Relief, League of Nations Study Commission #4, 1932, 32x33
Manchuria, Military Situation 10 December 1931, League of Nations Study Commission #8, 1932, 23x27 (1:5,000,000)

China, Shanghai, January-March 1932 Sino-Japanese conflict, League of Nations Study Commission #11, 1932, 24x39 (1:40,000)

Philippine Islands, Army Services Forces, New York, 1944, 85x116

Europe, War Areas, Carl Flemming, Berlin, ca.1915, 32x39 (1:14,000,000)

Europe, Central, Cartes Taride, Paris, 1925, 79x93 (4:200,000)

Europe, Political & Commercial Map of Central, L. Guilmin, Paris, ca.1925, 144x190

Europe, Major Railroads, SNCF, Paris, ca.1930, 29x37

Europe, Taride, Paris, ca.1939, 80x93 (4:200,000)

Central Europe, Languages, Dietrich Reimer, Berlin, 1937, 39x48 (1:4,250,000)

Europe, Carte Generale, Institut Geographique Kummerly & Frey, Berne, 1939, 89x104 (1:5,000,000)

Europe, Paul Sullivan's Raleigh War Map, Geographical Publishing, Chicago, 1940, 63x79

Europe, Deutscher Verlag, Berlin, 1940, 73x80 (1:6,000,000)

Europe, American Map Co., New York, 1945, 68x100 (1:6,650,000)

Europe, "Paul B. Anderson Trip to Tashkent," Sarah Marquis Travel Serving New York, ca.1965, 24x35

Czechoslovakia, Ethnic minorities, V. Neubert, Prague, 1938, 42x91

Czechoslovakia, Nationalities (ethnic) population, Klosz, Budapest, 1938, 18x32 (1:1,000,000)

Slovakia, Magyar Ethnic minorities, 1938, 21x46

Box 112: (Oversize 50-14)

Maps, Germany - Yugoslavia

Germany, Political Divisions & NSDAP boundaries, Ravenstein, Frankfurt/Main, 1939, 65x72 (1:2,000,000)

Germany, Grossdeutsches Reich, Deutscher Verlag, Berlin, 1939, 55x69

Germany, Grossdeutsches Reich & Polen, Deutscher Verlag, Berlin, 1939, 42x77 (1:2,000,000)

Latvia, Schnakenburg, Riga, 1920, 76x114 (1:420,000)

Lithuania, L. Friederichsen, Hamburg, 1920, 56x71 (1:750,000)

Poland, Bernarda Polonieckiego, Livow, 1921, 78x80 (1:1,150,000)

Poland, Polska in Three Partitions as in 1770, J.M. Bazewicza, Warsaw, 1920, 60x83 (1:2,000,000)

Poland in 1770, J.M. Bazewicza, Warsaw, ca.1925, 48x68 (1:2,500,000)

Rumania, Unirea, Brasov, ca.1930, 27x36 (1:2,250,000)

Turkey, Yeni Turkiye Cumhuriyeti Maritasi, 1946, 55x83 (1:2,000,000)

Russia, Northern Asia with railroads, C.S. Hammond, New York, 1914, 27x44

Russia, Das Neue Russland, Flemming, Berlin, 1920, 63x81 (1:5,000,000)

Baltic Lands, Baltenlandes (Estland, Kurland, Livland), Flemming, Berlin, ca.1917, 63x79 (1:725,000)

Moscow, Moscov, Le Schéma Illustre, Moshovski Rabotchi, Moscow, 1966, 66x73

Russia's Ukraine, Time, New York, 1943, 81x110

Uzbek, Soviet Socialist Republic, Moscow, 1960, 66x99 (1:1,500,000)

Yugoslavia, Ethnic Populations, G. Ruzicic, Belgrade, 1939, 43x51 (1:1,500,000)

Box 113:

NCC/WCC Ecumenical Program Files, acquired May 17, 2005 from Bruce Rigdon of Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan

Fifth All-Christian Peace Assembly, Prague June 22-27, 1978
American Bible Society, Correspondence and Reports, 1968
Armenian Church
  Armenian Catholics Visit the United States, 1960
  Armenian Church’s Application for the NCC, 1969
  \textit{Armenian Church} Newsletter, Correspondence, 1964-65
US-USSR Consultation on Arms Control, St. Louis October 3-7, 1969
Arms of Friendship, Inc. Charles L. Bolte, Chairmen, 1963
Autocephaly
  “Autocephaly - An Analysis for the Non-Orthodox” by P.B. Anderson, 1970
  “The Bearing of Autocephaly on Interchurch Relations” by P.B. Anderson, 1970
  \textit{Autocephaly} - News clippings and Articles, 1967-71
  “Autocephaly - Past and Present” by P.B. Anderson, 1971
  Synod of Bishops (Russian Orthodox) on Autocephaly, 1970
Baptism: Welcome and Promise Sourcebook, 1979

\textbf{Box 114:}

Book Exchanges with the USSR, 1963
Booklets on the USSR and the Protestant Church, 1962-64
Buddhist Rebellion and Protest News clippings, 1963
Bulgaria - News clippings, correspondence, certificate of incorporation, amendment resolution, 1969-70
Church Bulletins and Newsletters (various churches), 1963-64
National Conference of Catholic Bishops Report, 1969
Old Catholic Congress and Pan-Orthodox Synod, 1961
  “Ecumenical Christianity in the USA” by Samuel McCrea Cavert, Presented at Conference with Russian Delegation at Seabury House March 8, 1963
Center for the Study of Religion and Communism, London, 1961-71
China - policy statements, program reports and correspondence (NCC), 1968-71
  Correspondence and Press Releases, 1969-70

\textbf{Box 115:}

Meetings, Reports, and Working Committee Minutes, October 17, 1983
Meetings, Reports, and Working Committee Minutes, 1978, 1981-82, 1984
Meetings, Reports, and Working Committee Minutes, March 28, 1981
Christian Social Association Information Bulletin: Polish Church, 1979
Church of England - Council on Foreign Relations, 1969
Conference of Representatives of All Religions in USSR for Cooperation and Peace Among Nations, Zagorsk, St. George, and Trinity Monastery, July 1, 1969
Correspondence (P.B. Anderson)
  Alexeev, V., 1968
  Rev. Athenagoras I, 1968-70
  “B” Correspondence, 1969-70
  Bergendoff, Dr. Conrad, “Contemporary Theological Trends in the Churches of the USA,” 1962
  Bird, Thomas, 1970
  Bladen, Ashby E. - United Church of Christ, 1962
  Blake, Dr. Eugene Carson - Central Committee of the WCC and United Presbyterian Church, 1961-62
  Calian, Dr., 1968
  Cosmides, Angelo, 1968
Czap, Ivan, 1968-69
“D” Correspondence, 1968
Day, Professor George M., 1952-58
Eschbach, The Reverend Carl B. - Fairview Evangelical United Brethren Church, 1962
Espy, R.H. Edwin, 1968-70
“F” Correspondence, 1968
Fletcher, Dr. William C., 1968-69
Gifts correspondence, R.H.E. Espy to P.B. Anderson, December 31, 1973
Grabbe, Rev. Archimandrite Anthony (Russia), 1971-72
“H” Correspondence, 1968-69
Hondras, Rev. John N. - St. Andrew’s Greek Orthodox Church, 1962

Box 116:

Hruby, Rev. Blahoslav (to R.H.E. Espy), 1968
Archbishop John of San Francisco, 1963-64
“K” Correspondence, 1969-70
Kavlins, Rev. A - Latvian Church, Riga, Latvian USSR, 1963
Kornienko, Georgi, 1962
Lowrie, Dr. Donald A. (and articles by Lowrie), 1955-61
Lutov, Paul T., 1968-69
Meyendorff, Rev. John, 1968
Miller, J. Irwin (and academic papers), 1962-63
Nelson, Claud D. (Religious News Services Press Releases), 1953-61
Parlin, Charles C., 1961-62
Pungar, Joseph, 1972
Raines, Bishop Richard C. (“Toward Understanding American Missionary Objectives), 1962
Roberts, Donald V. Protestant Chaplain, Russia, 1960-63
Romanian Churches, 1970
Ross, Rev. Roy G., 1962
Row, W. Harold - Church of the Brethren, 1968-70
Russian Orthodox Church, Exarchate, 1967-70
Russian Orthodox Church - Metropolitan (Ireney) Orthodox Church in America, 1968-70
“S” Correspondence (and Syndesmos newsletter), 1968-70
Schmemann, Rev. Alexander, 1969
Shaw, Bishop Herbert Bell - African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, Wilmington, North Carolina, 1962-63
U.S. Government State Department, 1969
Stoner, James, 1968-71
Tuller, Dr. Edwin H., 1962
Valliere, Paul, 1969-70
Van Kirk, Dr. Walter (1956 Delegate), 1955-57
“W” Correspondence, 1968
West, Dr. Charles C. (and academic papers), 1962
X-Z Correspondence, 1968-70
Zahirnic, Dr. Constantin, 1969-71
Cunningham, Fred B. “Annotated Bibliography of Spirituality in the Reformed Tradition,” October 5, 1980
Czechoslovakia, 1968-1972
Ecumenical Information Sheet, 1971
Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia (NCC resolution and News clippings), 1968
Travel Maps, 1972

Box 117:

Delegations Sponsored by the NCC (NOTE: arranged chronologically, then alphabetically)
1956 (Delegation to the USSR)
Correspondence, *American Churchmen Visit the Soviet Union– Who Went and What was Achieved* Booklet, 1956
News clippings and papers from the Assembly of Captive European Nations, 1955-56
Newspaper Accounts (Russian), photograph of P.B. Anderson, 1956
Press Releases, 1956, 1962

1962 (Delegation to the USA)
Articles by Members of the NCC Delegation to the USSR, 1962
Biographical Information on Russian Delegates at the Conference with the NCC Delegation, August-September 1962
Budget Correspondence for Russian Churchmen Visit, 1962-63
Correspondence (3 Folders), 1962
Correspondence and Thank You Letters, 1962
Documents about the NCC Given to the Russian Delegates, 1962
“Freedom” by Bishop Pike (Delegation Comments) *The Churchmen*, April, 1962
Information Bulletin to Delegation from USSR, October 15, 1962
Interpreter (Constantine Kallaur), 1962
Joint Statement Concerning the Delegation (NCC), Fact Sheet of Protestant Leaders Returning from Russia (NCC), 1962
Memos (Duplicates) NCC Delegation to the USSR, 1962
Newspaper and Magazine Articles about Delegation to Russia, 1962

*Notes on Discussions, P.B. Anderson September 14-15, 1962*
Proposed Visit (Correspondence) for the Orthodox Delegation, November 1962
Statement on the Question of Continuing the Exchanges between the NCC and the Russian Orthodox Church, by Alexei Buyevsky, 1962

Box 118:
Topics for Papers and Comments Exchanged by Delegates, 1962
Travel Service Provider (Sarah Marquis), 1962-63

1963 (Delegation to the USA)
Aides and Interpreters for the Russian Delegation to the US, 1963
Guidelines Concerning Arrangements for the Visit of Churchmen from the Soviet Union, February 27-March 21, 1963
Russian Delegation Biographies, 1963
Budget for the Russian Churchmen Delegation February 27, 1963
“Comments on Inquiries and Criticisms” by P.B. Anderson March 27, 1963
Correspondence Concerning the Trip of the Soviet Churchmen to New York City (Edwin Kennedy, Edwin Espy and P.B. Anderson), 1963
Critics of the 1963 Delegation and their Replies (including the Carl McIntyre Protest), 1963
Delegation Dinner, March 18, 1963
Distribution of Bishop Raines’ Article “Russia in Paradox,” 1963
Escorts, Members and Travel Schedules for Russian Delegates February 27-March 8, 1963
Itinerary, Travel Arrangements and Programs for Russian Delegates, 1963
Mailleux, Paul S.J. Fordham University (Thank you letter) P.B. Anderson, 1963
Orthodox Delegation Members’ Reaction (3 documents in Russian), 1963
News Releases and “Carl McIntyre and the American and International Councils of Churches,” 1963
Preparations for the Orthodox Delegation Visit, Travel Schedules, Biographies and articles (2 Folders), 1963
Press Information and News Releases Concerning the Russian Delegation, 1963
Orthodox Delegation Program Regrets, 1963
Religious News Services Releases about the Russian Delegation, 1963
Seabury Program- Visit of Churchmen from the Soviet Union, New York, NCC
Meeting Minutes, March 15-21, 1963
Seabury House Program Participants, Greenwich, Connecticut, March 8-9, 1963

Box 119:

“Sowing Dissension in the Churches” (attacks on Church leadership) Statement
by Archbishop Nikodim of the USSR Delegation, 1963
State Department Delegates and Correspondence, 1963
Voroneafl, Paul A. article in “Christian Economics” regarding the USSR
debtiation visit, August 6, 1963
Dissident Russian Baptist Torture Documentation, 1967-68 (2 Folders)
Eastern Catholic Ritual Traditions, One Faith, One Church, One Spirit, Pamphlet 1998
Relations with Eastern Orthodox Churches, 1968-73
“Ecumenical Movement and the Russian Orthodox Church” by P.B. Anderson (including other
P.B. Anderson papers), 1967
EPISKEPSIS Bulletin (in French; incomplete run)
March 2, #2
June 30, #10
July 14, #11
August 18, #12
September 1, #13
September 15, #14
September 29, #15
October 13, #16
October 27, #17
December 8, #20
December 22, #21

1971
February 9, #24
February 23, #25
March 9, #26
March 23, #27
April 27, #29
May 11, #30
May 25, #31
June 22, #33
July 20, #35
August 3, #36
September 21, #38
October 19, #40
November 2, #41
December 14, #44
December 28, #45

1972
February 1, #47
February 29, #49
November 14, #65
December 12, 1967

1973
January 16, #69
February 13, #71
March 13, #73
March 27, #74
April 10, #75
August 22, #82
August 26, Special Edition
September 4, #83
September 18, #84
October 2, #85
October 16, #86
October 30, #87
November 10, #88
November 27, #89
December 11, #90
December 25, #91
December 25, #92

1974
January 8, #92
February 5, #94

Espy R. H.E., Edwin Trip to Near East- Schedules, Itineraries, and Correspondence, 1962
Estonian Evangelical Lutheran Church- Archbishop J. Kiivit, Tallinn, Estonian SSR USSR, 1963
Ethiopian Church News clippings, 1968

Box 120:

Explanatory Note on the Document Addressed to the Orthodox Patriarchs, by P.B. Anderson
October 18, 1963
French Orthodox Church Monastery Problems (documents in French), including photographs, 1967
Germany, Union Pressedienst Booklet and Information en aus der Orthodoxen Kirche, 1967-69
Gibbons, Ray “Church and Society” (Princeton Seminary) March 12, 1963
The Greek Orthodox Church 20th Congress and New Constitution, 1969-70
Greek Theological Delegation to Moscow, 1961-62
“Ministry in the Perspective of the Reformed Tradition” by James M. Gustafson, September 4, 1979
Hebly, Dr. J.A. “A Summary of Evangelical Christians and Baptists in Russia,” news clippings and press releases, 1971-74
Herman, Dr. Stewart W. “Christian Responsibility and International Affairs” (Seabury), March 9, 1963
Remainder of the Herman Paper (in Russian, pages 7-10)

Human Rights

Human Rights/Religious Freedom, 1968-70
Human Rights Embassy (News clippings, Blake Report), 1968-69
News clippings on the Human Rights Debate and International Human Rights Offenses, 1970
A Policy Statement of the NCC on Human Rights, NCC meeting minutes and correspondence, 1968-70
IDOC Documentation Communication Project “The Church and Revolution: Portugal” Issue No. 1, 1975

Implications of the Entry of the Moscow Patriarchate into the WCC, 1962
Income of Eastern Churches, 1964
Institute for the Study of Russia, 1962
Jerusalem, Bethany School (Archpriest Grabbe), 1969-71
Kioror Document (in Russian), 1968
Box 121:

The Russian Language According to Lomonosov, 1962
Maguire, John David “Gods, Questions, Worshippers and the University: The Inaugural
Swarthmore College Lecture on Religion and Higher Education” Old Westbury, New
York September 26, 1980
McCormick Theological Seminary Traveling Seminar
Trip to Poland, 1981-82
Pre-Trip Questionnaires, Applications and Forms, 1980
Trip to Romania and Hungary, Finances, 1980
Seminar Script, 1980
Post-Trip (Romania), 1980
A Middle East Study Action Packet (Presbyterian Church of the USA), 1984-86
Mitzkevitch, Arthur, Academic Papers “The Church and Society,” “The Church and Peace,” and
“The Church, the Ministers and the Members of the Church”, 1963
Model for Research on Christian Attitudes toward War and Peace, List of Topics
Moscow Chaplaincy Committee Meeting Minutes, 1972
Moscow News “Appeal to the Soviet People,” November 5, 1967
Moscow Peace Congress, 1962
Moscow Press Conference (Tape and Transcript), June 1984
NCC Members Trips to Moscow (P.B. Anderson and R.H.E. Espy), 1973
Moslems in the USSR “The Soviet’s One-in-Ten” by James Critchlow, 1968
National Council of Churches
4th Annual Report to the General Board of the NCC from the Department of Faith and
Order entitled “Crisis and Promise in the Ecumenical Movement,” 1969
Committee on Constituents, Russian Application for Membership in the NCC, 1964
Committee on Relations with Churches of the Soviet Union, Travel Arrangements for
P.B. Anderson in Russia, 1961

Box 122:

Committee on Relations with Churches of the Soviet Union, Correspondence and News
clippings about the Russian Delegation, 1963
Committee on Relations with Churches of the Soviet Union, Publicity on Russian
Delegation and “Union Seminary Quarterly Review,” 1963
Policy on Communist Controlled Areas, 1961-68
Constituent Membership, 1967-71
Constitution and Proposed Changes, 1970-72
Correspondence of the NCC
United States Government, 1962-63
Policy Statements and Resolutions, 1968-71
Between WCC and NCC, 1963-64, Minutes of the Joint Commission in
Cooperation with Eastern and Old Catholic Churches, 1962
Russian Orthodox Church, 1969-73, P.B. Anderson’s Report on Visit to
Orthodox Churches, April 28-May 31, 1970
Deputation to Religious Leaders in the USSR, Briefing Session and Proposed Questions,
March 1956
Division of Overseas Ministries, 1968-71
Exchange of Academic Papers (some in Russian), 1974
“How Can the NCC Play an Appropriate Part in USA-USSR Relationships?” by P.B.
Anderson, March 15, 1962
International Affairs Commission, 1964-66
Joint Committee on Ecumenical Relations (JCER), 1969-70
Mailroom Instructions, 1973
Box 123:

Member Lists and Correspondence, 1968-71
“Orthodox Project,” 1962-68
Orthodox Relationships, Meeting Minutes and Correspondence, 1967-71
Project Proposal for Relations with Eastern Churches and Meeting Minutes of the
Committee on Orthodox Relationships, 1968
Public Schools and the NCC and the Greek Orthodox Church Revolts, 1962-63
Relations with Eastern Orthodoxy, The 5th Dartmouth Conference, 1969
Requests for Orthodox Representatives, 1964
Restructuring of the NCC- A Proposal by the General Board to the 9th General Assembly,
December 3, 1972, NCC Ministries and the Communist World-
Division of Overseas Ministries, 1968
Study of Russia, 1969-73
Travel and Supply Memorandums (P.B. Anderson), 1968
Novosti Press Agency Articles (regarding Eugene Blake and Vietnam), 1968
Orthodox (Greek and Armenian) Church, 1961-65
Orthodox (Russian) Church, 1958-1971
Orthodox-Anglican Consultation Fourth Meeting, April 15-16, 1964
“A Bridge Built by Dialogue” Pamphlet, 1968
Bulletin of Orthodox Christian Education, Russian Newsletter (in Russian), 1958-60
Orthodox-Catholic Relations, Meeting of the Pope and the Patriarch, 1964
Orthodox Churches in America (Lists, Addresses), 1970
Correspondence on a Meeting with the Orthodox, 1963
Fry, Rev. Franklin Clark, Announcement of the Russian Orthodox Church’s Application
to the WCC, 1961
Orthodox Fund-raising, 1964
Moscow, 50th Anniversary of the Re-establishment of the Patriarchate in the Russian
Orthodox Church, 1968-71
Orientation Materials, Itinerary and Schedules for Orthodoxy Seminars, 1973
Palestinian/Israeli Conflict, FATEH Palestinian Newspaper, 1971
Church, the Ministers and the members of the Church,” “Christian Responsibility and
International Affairs,” 1963

Box 124:

Authentic Document Detailing Religious Persecution in the USSR, 1962-64
Pflaum Press
“The Position of Religion in the Soviet Union– An Analysis” by P.B. Anderson
Presbyterian-Orthodox Dialogue (Orthodox and Reformed Churches Consultation) Minutes of
the Second Annual Meeting April 18-19, 1969
Protest Documents and Petitions on Religious Persecution in the USSR and the Siberian
Christians Torture Issue, 1963-64 [Legal Size]
Protestant Ministry in Moscow (meeting minutes and correspondence), 1984
Public Relations- Memos, News clippings and Correspondence, 1963
Publications on Orthodoxy of Interest to the NCC, 1965
PUT’ (The Way), Almanac Published by Russian Orthodox Church in America, 1984
Religion und Atheismus in der USSR (in German), 1969
Religion in the USSR (News clippings and Correspondence), 1962-63
Religion and Jews in the USSR, 1967-71
Religion in Communist Dominated Areas (RCDA)
Current References, December 1969
Latvian Church Burned Out (RCDA Subscription Request), 1969
RCDA Magazines (Vol. XIX, Nos. 7, 8, 9; 1980 and Vol. XXII Nos. 1-6; 1983) and
Box 125:

- News clippings, 1972
- Transition Committee Meeting Minutes, 1971-72
- Requests for Information and Publications, (RCDA and WCC), 1968-71
- Study of Russia- Lownie group, 1964
- Scaife, Bishop Lauriston L. and the Eastern Churches, 1968-69
- Academic Articles on Scientific World Outlook and Atheistic Indoctrination, 1929-50
- Serbian Orthodox Church
  - Serbian Orthodox Diocese Constitution, 1939, 1957, 1968
  - Serbian Church Correspondence and Lawsuit (Serbian Eastern Orthodox Diocese for
    United States and Canada vs. Firmilian Ocokoljich and Reverend Bishop
    Ocokoljich vs. Dionisije Milovojevich), 1964
  - Fighting Among Bishops and Dioceses, 1967-68
  - Legal Matters and Court Documents, 1968-72
  - Serbian Orthodox Church in North America, 1963-68

Box 126:

- Official News Digest of the Serbian Orthodox Church in the United States and Canada,
  1968-70
- Siberian Christians Issue, January 3, 1963
- Solzhenitsyn, Aleksandr Book Reviews, and News clippings about “August, 1914,” 1972
- Reception for the Soviet/UN Mission, March 16, 1963
- Plight of Soviet Jews, 1968-71
- Soviet Orientation Materials, 1984
- Soviet Tensions and Disarmament News clippings, Preparations for the World Assembly for
  Peace, 1954-56
- St. Sergius Institute in Paris, 1968
- St. Vladimir’s Seminary Thirtieth Anniversary Jubilee Pamphlet, 1968
- Syrian Orthodox Church- Divorce Record, Sharib versus Sharib, 1968
- Treaty of 1867 (between USA and Russian Governments) regarding the Sale of Alaska, Rev.
  Paul Lutow, Washington D.C., 1963
- Ukraine- News clippings, Correspondence and Pledge Drive, 1969-71
- USSR Visit, Notes and Policy (R.H.E. Espy, Dr. Blake and P.B. Anderson trip to USSR), 1961
- First Session of the Second Vatican Council- Reports and News clippings, 1963
- Russian Orthodox Delegates to the Second Vatican Council, Religious News Service Press
  Releases, November 26, 1963
- “What’s New” Bulletin- Campaign Directed Against Bishop Valerian, January 1974
- Women’s Pilgrimage to the Vatican, April 8, 1963
- Policy Statement of the NCC on the Status of Women, 1962
- World Assembly for Peace and Life Brochure, “Praha” 1983
- World Council of Churches (WCC), 1962-1971
  - Entry of Moscow Patriarchate into the World Council of Churches by P.B. Anderson,
    February 12, 1962
  - Press Releases and Correspondence, 1968-1971
  - Press Releases- Soviet Occupation of Czechoslovakia, 1968
- Relations between Soviet and American Youth, Committee of Youth Organizations of the USSR,
  1962

Box 127:

- War Prisoners’ Aid Work at Narva Photo Album, 1920-1921